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COMPUTE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY COUNTY NEWS EVERY WIER

Goshen to Cleberate
JUDGE THOMAS P. COOK IS
600 Make Cotton
100th Anniversary JONES,SUNBURST MEET TONITE
Applications Here I CITY SCHOOL OPENS MONDAY
_WIDELY MOURNED IN COUNTY
IN 3 OUT OF 5 PLAY-OFF SERIES
TRAINING SCHOOL TUESDAY
0
The members of Goshen Metho'dist church are planning to celebrate on October 7 the In° years
that
Goshen
has stood as a
church. An all day event is being
planned. All the old friends of
the, church and others are invited.
A definite program will be announced later.
Goshen is one of the oldest
churches in the county end is one
of the original pioneer churches_

Calloway cotton growers have
far exceeded the estimate placed
0
by county agent workers as 600
fecund, Russell forced Deweese at
have
made
applicatio
n
tax
for
exf third. Outland to Trotter. Maddox
emption. The directors estimated
walked to fill the bases. Perdue
that 400 would cover the needs
The regular registration of Murthen 'hit to Huie at short who-tossin thie _county.
ray voters who reside within the
Calloway county camps of the
ed to third. Russell was safe, HolWeed glower* have filed 500 ap- Woodmen
of the World were well
city limits of Murray will be held
iaud
to put Model *head. plicefions••for toe exemptions with represente
d at the district Log
at the county clerk's office next
'The play was dote and the Jones
Coupty Agent Cochran.
Rollers meeting held in Benton
Monday, September 10.
players complained a little about
Saturday afternoon and night.
This will be the only.registration
the decision.
Hundreds of friends in Calloway day during the ensuing year in
""••
Max B. Hurt retired as president
e The Druggists would no; be decouetty were shocked Sunday morn- which voters may qualify themfor the year and was succeeded
teed, however Wallis walked to
With confident expectations Of
ing to learn 'of' the death of `Judge selves, unless they are out of town
Fans journeyed to the softball open the fatal seventh. Jones popby E. B. Whitehead, Benton.
one of the best school years in
Thomas P. Cook, in Hopkinseille on that day. Two special registrafield in the largest numbers this ped to left but Trotter came through
The Log Rollers voted to hold many, higher salaries for- the
Judge Cook had been ill for the tion days will be held at the court
half Tuesday night to see the sec- with a beautiful hit through the
their quarterly mekog in Murray underpaid teachers who have made
past few weeks and his condition house in October for those not M
ond-half championship game be. box that plated Wallis with the
in October.
many sacrifices to Maintain the
grew grave last week. His sons Murray on September 10.
tween the Jones Drug ten and the tying run and galloped all the way Other Candidates Will be Added
city school system and the train:
and daughters, including Mrs. ElSquad
to
With
Opening
Model
of
Cleaners
team. They Witte 40 third on the relay. Huie's hit
ing school at standard during the
L. L. Veal Again Chosen as
mus J. Beale of this city, were at
School •Text Monday.
expecting a good game and they Sent Trotter over the plate with
past three years, the city schools
General Manager of Growers'
his bedside when the end .came.
were not disappointed, the Pill Roll- what proved to be the winning
of Murray, including the colored
Tobacco Association,
With
Though Judge,Cook's death was not.
26
Tiger
ceedidates reporters nosing out the Dirt Chasers .4 run
school, will open Monday and the
ing for drill session Tuesday niornentirely unexpected due to his age
to 3 in a contest that was thrilling
college training school Tuesday:"
Boone Hill, Benton. was reinT
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Coach Ty Holland is putting
and the gravity of his illness, the
A committee of philanthropic
from the first pitched ball to the
B. Kennedy of Gilbertsville elected Friday as President
Carman
Graham is the new
of
the
but
he
the squad 'through the regular club and chureh women,- and
shock was none the lesi intense. returned Saturday from Ashland
last out. and often brought the
Western
(lied there when Banks tossed out conditioni
principal of the training' school
Dark
Fired
Tobacco
ng program. 'Other can- several ministers
He was past 83 years old.
throng to its feet with exciting
in connection which
where he was reelected first dis- Growers Associatio
tewart at first after Baird had didates for
n at a 'fleeting
is returning to a full fourthe Tiger Squad will with Mrs. Lois Warterfield and
Thus a long and useful life trict.commander of the American
of the board of directors here. L. plays.
lied deeply to Wallis in center.
join the ranks with the opening a Miss Rhodes, Mayfield, met last year high school.
closes. Kentucky loses an upright. Legion at the state department's
two scoreless innings,
L Veal, Murray, was releeted gen- 'After
The contest was a pitcher's' bat- of the school
No one has been invited in
term Monday morn- week to organize a county drive
splendid citizen, .the bar .an emi- annual convention last week. ComStewart for the. Model pulling out tee from start to finish. The Cleaneral manager.
ing.
for the Clothes Closet, Mrs. 0. J. make the opening address at Murnent and honorable member, the mander Kennedy reported interest
of
a
dangegous
hole
in
he
first, krs could find Outland but for five
.J. A. McCord,' of Murray, was
After the conditioning program Jennings was elected chairman ray high school for the simple
church a staunch and devoted mem- in the Legion is at a new peak
Model broke the ice with a pair of licks while the Medicine Men could.
is completed, training and funda- for this drive. It is a Federal reason that the entire opening
Ater for more than 50 years, his and that every post in the dis- elected secretary-treasurer: H. C. runs in the
last
of the third after garner but seven off Stewart's de- mentals
will be stressed by Coach project and Mrs. R. M. Risen- session will be required for opencity and county a loyal and spirit- trict is making plans for a cam- Shetnwell, Boaz.. first vice-pres- two were out.
All the runs were livery. A few of-each were infield Holland.
ing announcements and explanaThe high school mentor hoover will be superintendent
ed leader and his family a devoted paign to increase their member- ident; K A. Hilliard, Clinton, scored on errors.
Huie booting Jef- blows beaten out.
Houston for is putting his squad through a
second vice president; L F. Burke.
tions by Superintendent Caplinger,
If
for
any
reason
husband and kind, loving and gen- ship for 1935.
the
solicitors
fries' grounder, Bell messing up Jones and Baird lot Model were
Fulton, director-at-large.
Mr. Caplinger has made- the fol'thorough test and, although the have not called on you. or you
erous father.
A get-together meeting of all
Hill, Shemwell, , Hilliard, Burke Baird's slow hit ball by overthrow- the only mace wielders to get two majority of the boys are light, are were away from home,
will you lowing important announcement.
the _district posts' will be held and A. C. Jones,'
Native of Calloway
ing first and Jones dropping StewDeweese's
double was the showing a speed that is very en- send your discarded
of Cunningham.
clothing that which should be read closely by
art's pop fly. ei Baird was credited- only extra base hit of the contest.'
Judge Thomas P. Cook wag a na- some lime this month at Bard- comprise the eeieeutive
board.
couraging after losing practically can be made oven 'new-- cloth, or every patron. It follows:
tive, of Calloway county where he well. Posts wilt/ be advised by
with a hit and Bell charged with
Tonight at 7:45 o'clock. the Sun- all the "heavies" through grid- money for materiel
"Vacation for the "kiddies" is
Second Term' For Hill
to Mrs. Risen• lived until 1910 when he moved to Commander Kennedy of the exan error for his bad throw.
_ burst team, winner of the first' elation kese. Ammer Mr....Hill succeeded W. H. Fin•
verk home, or call the Relief about over. Monday morning she
HOphinsville. In Arne, Age. he was act
Jones retalialed promptly when half. and Jones tvill start their
Those
ney. of Murray, whp was the first
reporting for
white and colored schools .begin
practice Office.
At -a'meeting of the first dismarried to Miss Sue Holton, oldthey came to bat in the., fourth. play-off series 'to determine the twice
president of the association, and
daily follow:
It seems that the appeal has the regelar school year arid Tuesest daughter of Prof. and
Banks, Outland and Wilson singled city championship. The winner of
Mrs. trkt delegation at the Ashland has served as president
Captain Wayne Flora,. A. B. reached many
for ter°
hearts for it has day moreing the Training School
Henry E. liolton. This year, the Convention, George S. Hart, Murin
succession.
Banks, countilfg three games will have the honors. "Dynamite" Dunn, W.
years.
He was an outstanding
C. Elkins. had the most general response opens up in full blast with its
couple, which was devoted and ray, for several years commander
when Perdue dropped a throw inIn
the
final
game
the
of
night and C. C. Hughes. R. Robinson. E. probably
member of the old Dark. Fired
of any ever made in this former full curriculum of all the
happy for more than 50 years, cel- of the Mutray Post, Was named
tended to catch "Slick" when he the season. Sunburst. detested the
Tobacco Growers Associationwhich
grades from
Neeie- James Rudy All- county. Cherished possesslo
.the primere thinly& _
ebrated their golden wedding en-"
over-ran
the
base
toward
home.In Bluebirds, 12 to 20 in itswild and britten, V. Buie. L. D. Flora, Et.
airman
the first district
several years ago.
.
•
loved ones now
niversary :and Judge Cook's 83rd mittee on national defense.
the play at home, Outland gallop- wooly contestejne weice eartehit,
All the other officers and memelfee-Jetclis
AliEd9ei7"'ffie !"Carman" Graham is the 'neW
birthday. An the lOns arid diughbers of the executive boerd have ed to third and plated as Jones ting and erratic fielding were en- Clark, J. R. Wells, B. C. Allbritten, need of clothing
great that principal of the Training School
ters and most all the grandchildren
forced
Wilson at second.
tangled.'Though the score was im- J. Bailey, H. McNutt, J. Ward
been active in the management
even yet there is not enough so and Ed Filbeck, of the city high
joined them at their home in HopStewart and Purdom Outland, 011 mense, the tens see-sawed back and Bill McCoy. Pat
of tee association since its orCovington, Paul If you have any material of
any school. Other new members of the
kinaville for these anniversaries.
ganization. They were members the hill for Jones, then continued4forth in the lead so that the D. Jones. Billy _Jones. G. W. kind doing no one
good, turn it Training School faculty are CI
Mrs. Cook survives him as do
locked
in
pitching
horns
with
crowd
was
well
entertaine
Faughn.
S. Roberts. R. V. Finney. over to Mrs. Risenhoov
d.
of the first board of directors.
er for she ton Thurman, head of the matheAll persons interested in bustwo
Hea
honors about even until the. sixth
daughters,
l.,
Mrs
. Elmus J
Glen Jeffrey scored five times
will find a use for it.
matics departnient and Miss Na-..
when Model again forged ahead for the Bluebirds; every time he
_
Murray; Mrs. Flavius B. tress courses to be offered in the
dine Overall, head of foreign lan,
This
clothing
is
not
with
Martin. Mayfield, and three sons, adult eddeati°
given
a
run.
to
to
any
After
Stewart
had came to bat. He and Boone and
" work are asked
one until Federal investitators pass guages. All of the other faculty
Holton Cook, Mayfield: Thomas be at the Murray high building
flied to Wallis in deep center, Huie Neale for the Milk Men got four
on
the need or worthiness of re- members of both schoolt remain
erred
Diltz Cook, Battle Creek. Mich.. Monday night, September 10. at
on
Deweese's
grounder. hits each. Dunn and Wilmeth hit
the same as last year.
cipient.
and Granville Cook, Cleveland. seven o'clock.
Holland singled, Deweese holding home runs.
"President John W. Carr of' the
Ohio.' There are ten suretreft
The.tellowing closers will be of----grandchildren, letartus martin. Jr., fered: Business Arithmetic
College tuuaounces three,.full...mle. Buse District Representa
Services Held From Kirksey Baptive To Be
ticula in the Training High School
Harriett Diltz Martin and Eliza- ness English. Commercial Law.
tist Church; Death Canoe
Here Monday Week; Veterwith a teacher in each department
beth and -.Thomas Cook, of May- Salesmanship, Penmanship. BookThursday; 50 Yeart Old.
ans Given Preference.
a specialist in that field and every,
field; Emily Sue Cook, Battle keeping. Shorthand and Typing.
The Crystal Laundry moved its teacher with graduate degreel..
Only persons more than 16 years
, Creek. and Billie, Bobby, Kathleen,
Funeral services for Mrs. Mittie plant thif
All unemployed persons who
week to the large brick Other faculty members of the col• 'Jimmy, and baby Cook, tleveland old are eligible.
Chambers. 50 years of age, were building
'Wish to qualify for assignment to
owned by Holland,,,. & lege will teach in the special fields
Also a large connection of relaThe Lynn Grove 'Wildcats won run outburst. Lynn Grove's single held
Friday afternoon at 3 o'clock Hart on
'public- works employment are reNorth Fourth street. just of inusice,'and home econcimk.
the championship of the county marker in the fifth proved to be from
tives in Murray and the county and
the First Baptist church at north of
quired te register with the Na-.
the Farris Machine Shop. making a total faeulty of 14.
softball league Wednesday night the winning run as Pine Bluff
other states.
Kirksey. The Rev. Alford Harris
tional Reemployment Service.
The owners. Otry Pasehall arid
"As is our cOstom. preference
of last week by defeating the Pine bounced back with a pair in the
Outstanding Lawyer
was in charge of .the services. Charley
A representative of the First Bluff team for the
Moore said their moVe was will' be given in enrollment to
second
time
sixth
when
Bell
hit
a homer with Burial was in the Kirksey cemeJudge Cook was an outstanding
District
Reemployment
required to enable them to in- those children and parents who
Office, by one run. The score was 7 to 0. Elkins on
lawyer in this section for more
base.
tery.
with 'headquarters at Paducah. 6. else score of
crease their space on account of have been previously attending
the first game
than 80 years. As a young man he
Mrs.
Lynn
Chambers
Grove
was
promptly
nipped
a
member
of increased business.
Kentucky. will accept 'registra- was 4 to 3.
They were the Training School. The bus will
served this county as county at- "Miss Calloway Cotutty" To Be tions
the rally by retiring the next three the Spring Creek Baptist church formerly
for unemployed persons at
located on Maple street. convey the smaller children to
The series was well played and men in order.
Selected at Capitol
torney and in 1898 was elected to
and
was
beloved
Boron
by
Jeffrey's
many. She
the county seat, Murray. Ky.. on
A new boiler, larger than the old and from the school as in former
-drew large delegatons of fans walk led to the
the office of circuit judge. He
Theatre.
foe-- the past six one, and new shirt
winning' rim in had been,
the 24th of each month. at 8 A
units have been years.
from both the communities repre- the fifth__
served the district in that capacity
months
of
cancer
at the home near installed,
M. o'clock.
"No tuition will be charged in
"Miss Calloway County". Who
sented in the play-off and Murray
for two six-year terms, retirine in
Kirksey.
Pine Bluff opened strong as
Thirteen people are employed in
Persons who wish to register fans as well.
the first six grades to any child
She is survived by her husband. the
1910. At the close of his term of will get a free trip to the eKnThomas.
Elkins
0.
and
Bell
plant.
hit
in
.
for possible employment on. public '""ele—sen
in the city or the Wells and HarW. E. Chambers, and one sister,
office, he and Mrs. Cook moved to tucky Steer Fair next week to
ne iirst game wee
.
-1era'`
-yed the succession.
Thurman popped to
works or assignment to private
din 'districts. The fee in the high
Mrs. Duran Fleming. and two
Hopkinsville where he enjoyed a compete with other queens from
previous Saturday
night.
Pine
short,
but
Lawson
delivered a
industry should be present at the
school of the Training School will
large and lucrative practice until every county in Kentucky will be
Bluff got off to a 2-run lead in double and Salyer the fifth hit of brothers. Madison -Whitlow and
Postoffice,
be 512 per semester but will be
the handicap of his years removed selected tonight at the Capitol
the first inning but could not hold the inning after Willoughby had Ernest Whitlow.
Qualified Veterans with deRend- it.
free to those students authorized
him from the court rootrf a greater 'Theatre..
flied to center.to attend by the county board of
Pogue _was_ toothed AIL, seven Pogue
part of the time. •
The event is sponsored by tilt Ms are given preference iii all
Ivory, Grove's
single.Poupd
education.
---Iro-an'atto•ory he was deVOted•to Young '131.11lltiett Men't "Club of work assigneients rm putnit works. hits while
the
Wildcats
got
eight
of
the
round with a
the interests of his client and the, Murray which is 'co-operating with Veterans who intend to establish off. Bell, the Pine Bluff
"The regular text books will be
hurler, Bann Jeffrey popped to short
Aged Lady Is Found Dead of
preferential
mialificati
requirements of justice, as a judge the Kentucky State Fair in putting their
furnished free to children of all
Fielding highlights were turned field but G. Crouch came through
Pneumonia
should
by
bring
Milk
their
discharge
Prof. E. H. Smith, of the colpapers in by G.
he was noted far and wide and on this feature at the 1934 Kenthe schools in the first four -grades
Crouch, Lynn Grove with a long triple. J. D. Rogers
Deliverer.
or other satisfactery documentary
praised often for his fairness and tucky State Fair.
but parents are required to sign
second baseman, with three sense- followed with a double and Fleet- lege, states that moer than a half
-—
evidence
of
their service. '
knowledge and Interpretation of 'FIarge number
individual receipts for each book
tional plays and Rogers contributed wood Crouch and T. Cochrane gat dozen highly recommended colof beautiful
Mrs.
Viola
Jane
If
persons have registered with
Dealy. aged and replace all lost or badly damthe law.
two nice plays at third base. Thur- singles before J. Sims flied to lege girls who are anxious to 'ob- Murray woman
young women have been ncminated
the National Reemployment Seewho lived alone on aged ones. To avoid difficulties
Judge Cook was the youngest of and their parade across
man made some fine plays at center field. With two out and tain residence in Murray homes West Poplar
the stage vice at any plahe in the State
street was found later parents will need to exercise
for the college year to perform
of short for Pine
13 children and the last surviving will dazzle the eyes.
Bluff.
the score knotted. L. ,Rogers got
Competent Kentucky
since October
household .duties for their room dead Saturday morning by her particular attention to the care
1933,
"member of one of the fine, old judges will select
the beautiful please do not re-register,
another,
Thurman,
double
milk
and
of the Bluff team,
man. Mrs. Dealy
H. Jones and boserte-----ac- their children take of these state,
pioneer families of the county.
and fortunate young woman.
and Rogers. of Die Lynn Grove singled him home. Hall forced
All the applicants have been customed to sleeping with all her supplied books.
Be was highly respected and
Every section of the county is
ten, also hit homers while G. Jones to end the bdrianza round.
thoroughly investigated and are windows closed and when the milk
"We would like to have. -the presgreatly admired and beloved by. all expected to be represented.
Crouch drove in three of the fair the entire team having batted.
of the highest character and depend- man found all the windows up and ence of the parents on the openwho knew him for the many noruns his team scored with a double
a
cool
breeze
blowing
Pine
Bluff
went
through
out
in
order in ability. Mr. Smith states in givhe ing day in each school and would
ble attributes of character that he
in the third while the bases were the second and third, and again ing
them his unqualified recom- investigated the unusual circum- especially urge that the children
manifested on all occasions and in
•.
loaded.
stance.
in
the
fifth and seventh. In the mendations.
The sheriff's office in the southenroll on the first day.
every circumstance. He had a
In the final game, the bulk of sixth they got their two runs, just
east corner ef the court house and
Mrs. Dell,: was._ found lying
Persons who can give any of
W. J. Caplinger. City Supt.
large circle of friends in every secthe
scoring
was'
accomplish
ed in short of a ties as recounted. In these girls a home are qslted
the ladies rest room have been reand Director of Training
to across her bed and her death' was
tion of Kentucky and many parts
Mrs. Jennie Lockett, mother of
the
first
inning.
Pine Bluff again the fourth. Lawson opened with communicate with
declared due to pnepmonia.
arranged. The work was finished
School of
Mr. Smith.
Murray
State
of Tennessee who join the family in C. H. Lockett, of Murray,
jumped off in the lead with a a double but the next three were
died the first of this week.
College."
The nearest .surviving relatives
mourning his death.
Friday near Sedalia at the home
four
run
splurge but Lynn Grove helpless before Pogue's hurling.
The
old
sheriff's
office
in the
are Mrs. Bettie Holland, of MurOther members of the faculties,lie Met the end, as he tied lived, of her sister. Mrs. Lizzie _Pe
ayne. corner has been divided. The rear promptly came back and took
Lynn Grove was out in order in
ray, a sister, and teed nieces, Mee Ire: high school, Ed Filbeck, W. It' with calmneks and unfaltering Mrs. Lockett's home was
in Hen- portion will he-e-prtirate-office for charge of the situation with _a_siat- iiireeeeeond
-5,
Sims
Percy Bury and Miss Gracey Hol- Moser. Preston Holland, Herbert
fifth -and crossed The great'divide defson and she was visiting
her the sheriff and the front half will
land,. Mrs. Dealy was a member Allbritten, Mrs. Myra Weatherly,
as "one who knocks at the gates sister when complications
caused tee' the new ladies rest room. While
Dr. J A. Outland. Calloway of the Murray
Mrs. Marye Wheeler, Mrs. Ben
Methodist church
of eternal morning."
her death.
county
health
officer, has comsmaller than the old ladies' rest
Funeral servieeis were conducted Grogan, Miss Frances Sexton, Miss
Funeral at HopkinsvIlle
Funeral services were conducted
pleted .the inspection of ten schools from the home
room, west of the sheriff'a effete ItSunday by the Rev. Mary Lassiter, Miss Meadow Hui%
Funeral services were conducted from the Byrnes Funeral Home.
on the East side of the county 0. A. Midi's: and
has been made more convenient.
burial W3$ in the Miss Rachel Hood, • Miss Juliet •
from the First Christian Church in Mayfield, Saturday afternoon at
and has found underweight to be city cemetery.
The room formerly used as the
Holton. Miss Margurite Holcomb, .._
Hopkinsville Tuesday morning by 2:30 o'clock, by the Rev.
W. H. ladies' rest room will serve in the
the greatest defect. Typhoid vacLute -7_
The pallbearers were E. B. Hol- Miss Cappie Beale, Miss
the pastor, the Rev. Walker, in the Hortin, pastor of the First Baptist
cinations are being given and five
future as the sheriff's, front office.
ton Beale, Miss Lola Holland. -land,- C. W. Drinkard, J. D. .Seitpresence of an overflow crowd of Church, Mayfield. Interment was
•
weeks will be needed to complete
The new arrangement will be more
Louise Swann. Miss Mary
ton. Gregg Miller, C. It Lee and
Judge Cook's relatives and many in the city cemetery.
the first inseection of all schools
satisfactory.
Helen Broach. Miss Lucy Lee.
M. L. Whitnell.
friends. The remains were brought
Besides Mr Lockett. Mrs. Lockin the county.
Training .School. Carman Gra—
to Murray for interment in the soil ett leaves two sisters, Mrs. Payne
ham. Clifton Thurman. Mies Clara
of his native land and a short and and Mrs. Lille Harris. Henderson,
opened "the fourth with ea double AGED MAN STABBED.,
beautiful service was condueted at several nephews and nieces.
SAID BY RELATIVE Reimer, Miss Margaret „Campbell.
but was stranded when Pogue,
Miss Roberta Whitnah, Miss NaWill be published next week in commemoration of the
Several Murray friends of Mr.
the grave by the Rev. E. B. Motley,
Jones and Hall were easy outs.
dine Overall. Miss Er
-rims Helm,
James
M.
the
pastor of
First Christian Lockett attended the services and
Walker,
age
opening
77,
of
Pine
the
of
Bluff
12th
year
eight
got
of Murray State College.
hits while
Calloway county high schools
Miss Naomi Maple. Miss Matte
Church, of Murray, assisted by the C. L. Sharborough, Dewey Jones.
Lynn Grove' amassed nine. Bell route e, was brought to the Mason
A
copy
have
of
opened
this
edition,
containing
play
softball
in
much
Trousdale,
with
matetial of
Miss Desiree Beale,
and Carl Hendricks aeted as
Rev. Walker
and Lawson each not two for the Hospital Tuesday evening
pall- their fine !Mines last Friday. All
suffer- Miss Ola M. Brock. Miss Bertie
Intercst to the old as well as the new students will be giveb.
A number of Murray friends at- bearers with Burnett and Robert high
east side team while J. Sims was
schools
in the county lind
ing from a stab wound in his back. Manor.
tir-eadridintiort-ss
tended the services in Hopkinsville Belote and Will Taylor, Mayfeld Pleasant
Of the rFiliters. This
the only Lynn Grove player to
Valley Junior High have
Colored school, Charles RowietL
According to the best information
and a- lade crowd of friends here' friends of Mr. Lockett,
get
two
licks,
neither
of
which
teams. Play will last until cold
principiiii Leon , Miller, Blanche
went to the cemetery to pay the
which
figured
could
in
be
rite:envie
the
scoring.
at
the
ttrne
weather and basketball time counGreen. Ourv higrem. Macro BradPike minty has the best mellon
Bell's home run and G. Crouch's Mr. Walker was brought
last tributes of respect. Many beauty coaches state and will be taken
to the ley.
triple were the longest hits of Hospital, he was
tiful floral offerings were tender- and soybean creet of reeent, years, up again next spring.
stabbed by his .•"'
Is available to advertisers at no extra cost, Resets- year
the evening.
ed by Murray fiends'•of Judge according to the county agent.
ughterinzlaw, who is alleged to
Lynn Grove won its opener With •-e-spereen
Cuttinee'
of alfalfa last month
he-thls
paper
new.
Local
fans
took and the family.
were
much pleased hei•w- been reheated from tho State
e'ereer-e-Almo Friday 7-3. which was an exin itockcastle county gave one ton
with the style of play offered by HiMpital at, Flotrkinievi
The pallbearers were Oscar Hol- hailleJoe lAneester,"ite.-11. Finney, ceptionally good games
lle a few per acre where lime phosphate
in conthe county teams. The cotinty months ago._
' land, W E Marberry, Treman Barber McEIrrith, M. D. Holton, sideration of the fact
Mr. Walker, though and inoculated seed were Osed.
that players
league Will be in the field next painfully injured,
Beale, W S Swann, Foreman Gra- J. D Sexton. and L. K Owen.
were utifaniiliar with the game.
is recovering Only one-half ton per acre
was
year. it is assured.
4
nicely.
yielded on other lands.
ft^

Disting
uished Jurist
Died Sunda
y in Hopkinsville

Rlistration Day
ere Next Monday

IS BURIED HERE

District Log Rollers
Tp Meet Here in Oct. Announcements Made
by Superintendent
Caplinger

Druggists Nose Out
Model 4-3 to VVin
Second Half

FREE TEXT BOOKS

THRILLS CROWD

26 TIGERS REPORT
OR DRILL SESSION
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POOL PRESIDENT
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BEAUTY- PAGEANT
IS ON TONIGHT

Deserving College
Girls ant Homes
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the
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111.11111111

MRS. V. J. DEALY
CALLED SATURDAY

Re-arrange Sheriff's
Office, Ladies' Room

Mrs. Jennie L ockett
Dies Near Sedalia

I
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Calloway Schools
Being Inspected

Our Annual

Softball Opens
in County High

College Opening
Edition
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g_AGE TWO

High School

ever seam
The arrangement of
the grounds and the viumping, of
the shrubbery gives the school a
homey "Rect."

our club than we did in the vacation months, because of the boys
associating together in class and
on the campus.

•

AUTO ODDITIES

Mr. and Mr.. Lee Walker and
a business college at that place. and daughter, Eula Mae of ColumMr. and Atm.Robert Mayer of Was. Ohio, visited Mrs. • Raymond's children, Patsy and Anetha leave
West Frankfort. 111., were id' Hazel- parents, Mr. and Mrs. • 0. T. for Pheonix, Aria., this week.
Sunday visiting their uncle, J. B. Weatherford last weak.
Mr. and Mis. Rob Nesbitt will
Myer:
Mr. and Mrs.'W. T. Elliott of leave for El Paso, Texas the latMr. and Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow Murray have moved to the hbfbe ter pass of this weak.
and sons, Tom. Bob, and 0. B. Jr., of Otho Turner near Hard.
Mrs. A. H. McLane of Chattanoospent Sunday in Obion, :Tenn.,
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Wisehart and ga, Tenn., arrived Monday to
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Owen daughter, Miss Larue, and little make her home' with her daughWalker.
son, A. C. Jr., were in Evansville, ter, Mrs. Myrtle Walker.
Mr and Mrs. H. I. Neely, Jr.,
Mrs. T. S. Herron and daugh- Ind.. last Thursday and Friday.
ter. Anne, visited friends and
are in Hazel visiting in the home
Mr. and Mrs. riuoert Outland
relatives in Trezevant, Tenn., this
of the former's father, H. I. Neely,
and Mrs. W E Outland, Mrs.
week.
Sr. Young Mr. Neely has been
Nora Overcast and Alice' Jane
Miss brook/ix Nell Wilcox left Turner weie in Paris last week. in New York for the past four
years with the United States GypMonday morning for Nashville
Miss itenretta Smith, Miss Mary
where she is taking a course in Stone and Miss Lutha item of sum Co., but is new being irons_
ferred to Gincago where Pig
Fall's Business College.
be
Murrey were guests of Mr. and
connected with same company.
Mrs. Mary Auston and son, Mor- Mrs. R. R. Hicks Jr., Saturday.
ris. and daughter Wanda. were in
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Chrisman
CHURCH OF CHRIST
-suarl--Mrs-11_ R_Qhriaman,
Hazel Sunday on JAME way from
, the
vis:::c: ira
nn..vi
..ew
Chicago to their home in Miami, Jmr
..T
ryre
denu
r., otanH
Rogular.fservices next Lard's day
Fla. Mr. and Mrs. Frink Vaugtl. homes of Mrs. Amanda Mason and
Own& with song service and
parents of Mrs. Austin, joined.,
le study at 9:45
them in Hazel and will spend the Sunday.
by prea
was
Murray
winter in Florida.
of
Betz
Ruby
Miss
Harvey W. Ridge
_preach ai
• I. H. Koffman, superintendent of a week-end visitor of• Mrs. R. R.
the morning and also the evening
public scheols in Gibson county, Hicks, Sr.
Masters Max Horace and James service. Time for the evening
was here Sunday" visiting in the
Mason Churchill, sons of Mr. services changed to 7:30.
!time of Mr. and Mrs. E. L
Prayer meeting Wednesday evMr. and Mrs. Wm. Hull and and Mrs. Max Churchill.. Murray.
children. John Ed, Barbara. and spent the week-end with their enings 7:30. All are invited to atAnn of Paris, were here last Thurs- grandmother. Mrs. Bertha Mad- tend all services 'and a hearty
ga
hile their parents were in welcome awaits you.
dohxicàsv
day and Friday guests of Mr. and c
Harvey W. Riggs. Minister.
Mrs. 0. B. Tomboy/,
Mrs. B. C. Childress and daughWill Clanton of Padaoah is in
Bruceton, - Nine Boyle county poultrkmen
Miss Violet, of
Hazel this week visiting relatives ter,
Tern'... visited Mrs. Myrtle Wal- raised 2,531 chicks, 92 per cent
and firends-.
daughter, Miss Lillian of those started, by using clean
Mrs. Chas. George and children ker and
chick program plans.
of Paducah spent the week-end over the week-end.
with Mr. and Mrs. Neck Wilson.
The Rev. and Mrs. W. A. Baker
who have been with their son, the
Rev: Cecil Baker. near_ Memphis.
Tenn.. returned to their home in
Hazel Saturday. taro. Baker was
assisting his son in a revival.
Mrs. Lock Hargrove of Murray
was in Hazel Monday visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. K D. Hurt.
Mtn Elizabeth'Jones. daughter of Mrs. Alice Jones left Saturday for Bell Mira. Ala., to re- •
enter her school work there. She
hes-,-been teaching at this place
for four years.
Mey Wynn and family of Bloomington, Texas, are here visiting
the families of C. W. and A. C.
Wisehart
Miss Clara White Wilcox who
has soddiasitiob,.,i.st...N

Faxon iiign school is progress1944-Gall adulate Coateaall
.g splendidly with a good en- . Mr. .iifillington conducted chapel
Society News
1194199ent and prospects _of_gsass Friday morning .with .2 Scripture
- •
.
Siderable increase when tamed° residing Mtn Proverbs. He ap-The first meeting of the newly
pointed
Mr.
Waletoo
Mr.
and
is howsed_' The* enrollment fororganized -societies was Thursday,
junior and senior high school hag Barnett as sponsor of the R. et A. August 30. The second meetingand
of
the
Leaders'
League
and
increased over last year. there
was Tuesday, September 4,at this
allowed the societies to reorganOf FIRST
being already nearly 75meeting names were selected_fur
Mris
ize.
With
Mr.
Walston
presiding both societies,
Story has on her , roll 45. Miss
they are: ChickMACrICAL
AUfb.64011/44
the
N.
R. k's elected Orptui Brat- asaws
Winchester has 31 and Miss Swann
and Cherokees
614A44.414 4. 0411.Ye.4
has 31 the entire enrollment ap- ton, president, Clarice Grogan, secOfficers for the Chickasaws are:
pros anating 180.
All the stu- retary. and Wilson Gantt. reporter.
star ONLY iv45 The DeSioNelt
Milstead James, president; Thomdent seem interested and are Mr. ilasnetTs Leaders elected Jer- as Turnbow.
Of ME FIRST pgAcnc4L
Vice-president: Brooks
lene Bogard as president. Oveta
trithusiastically at work.
AUTON0841-11 IN I139f, ibur
Underwood, secretary; Edmond
Bogard as
Vice-president._ and.
-The faculty has been increased
WAS ALSO WINNER OF rive
Wayne Dyer as secretary, and Joe Cherry, repOrtel% LB. Ttieker,
to the former number of mven, and
flltSr AMERICAN 4tI01106I1-E
Clark as treasurer. The societies sargeant-at-arms.
we students thank the Board for
RAU"
Program
plan. among other things. to follow
committee:
Ginath
giving us anutlier teacher for
tradition in presenting each A Owens, Robert Turnbow, Evelyn
selecting teachers who are specialplay during the year and in giv- Alton, Margaret Gipson, Celia
fats- their fields One teaeher
ing to-Me .other group a party. Miller.
bas 52 hour* AD her field, and anBrooks Underwood was elected
The N. R. k's' plan to give a
caber has 67 in his field. We are
captain of the- softball team; Audplay within a few weeks.
ppy to have our beloved Win*
The boys hoe organized a soft- rey Rose. captain of girls basketWNNElt OPINE
eipal, Mr. Billington. back. mid
ball tairn and have "been practic- ball team and Gillett Owens capFAST AMiltICAN Alnb
Vr. Barnett, _ who was promille‘,
ing during the noon hour to pre- tain of the boys basketball team.
IN TORS AXE RUN FROM
Vern fifth-sixth grades to the
pare for the first game at Kirk- We hope to have some merry, mixppecial care of-junior high ,gredes,
CHICAGO rei
with our
sey on Friday. August 31. Hazel ups
opponents. the
We were very sorry to lose Mr
WAUKEGAN,Rt.
is scheduled 'to come to Faxon Cherokees.
telly. but Mr. J. -H. Walton. who
IN ON- nitrite WERE
for a game on Friday, September
The Cherokee Society held its
root chirp of vocational agriLucy I CARS re
first meeting Tuesday. and elected
7:
Wane, has already endeared himifteCe
Faxon won the game at Kirksey its officers as follows:
l1- to the student body We are
by the rime-score of 15-13. Faxon
Mr. Kelly. sponsor; Robert Miller.
darticulerly happy to, have back.
c04.410EA
INE S.A.E.
led with six to two, during half president;
Laurine Curd, viceas the Vtglish teacher Mtss..Audie
IRE SOCierY
AuromOSite ENG‘NEELS WAS
of the game, and then Kirksey president, Mary Frances White,
irolll„ who has taught at Faiton
WAN IN WM OPAIN OF HORACE if. swertArvO
pulled strongly ahead until the secretary -treasurer; Truett Hawley.
Elve, years but who has been Out last.
Ther.o•uort4rAL OittlANIZAMM INCW060 cesS
inning, when Faxon again news reporter. and W. H. Oliver.
lir *tree years paft
Dom 6 meffeeas-jumped 1.11 the lead and held" the sargeant-at-arms.
-- The atiool and cOmmunity are
opposing team to its 'former score.
A program committee of Vina
eag▪ erly expecting the new special
Iteery player was a good sport Caldwell, Laorine Curd, Robert
-Omit teacher . promised 'for thewag no coetention at Miller. and Mr. Kelly was ap(1)CW/es R. Duryea was the designer of the first practicaisutomohile
rommunity and students over Ain-. and there
any :tithe *during • the hard fought pointed by the president, • that .n..ald actually run. In IMO he also won the first Amailleise slate40,11, Years_ el age, We hope. mom game. Faxon
There -being no - further husiness,
appreciated
t
h
e
minis rare from Chicago to Waukegan, In. (2) In this first American
to have oiir band reorganized.
hearty reception and courteous the meeting was adjouened, until
automobile race there were but two automobiles entered. The rice was
-ipid_spany are planning to begin
•
treatment Kirksey accorded them. the next Tuesday.
. nit from Chicago to Waukegan,III., and wawa by Charles E. numb.
vid-Ara_nd piano lessens.
Faxon anticipates a successful
A meeting was held Tuesday.
.(3)The BAIL whose standards are fogoviedWthe automotive industry
a Dr
and Mrs. Outland came
year in athletics under Mr. Wals- and the society chose the name
today was born In 1905 in the brain of Hiram M. ihredsod. The.
_Thtirsday morning of last .week.
,riginal organization was composed of but
ton's coaching. Two of their best "Cherokee" as a name for the
administer the first of, the series basketball players of
lir,
last year are society, also Vida Raldwell and
se typhoid innoculatioqs to _those
not in sehool, but other good can- Mingie Marshall were appointed
"who wished them They are corn-'
didate* will take their places. Our yell- leaders.
•Dag later to examine the students
soft Cuing, of -.tobacco. Many
A variety of blooms and plants
motto is. -Practice regularly, play
Ind vaccinate against srnallp6x.
farmers are obtaining hygrometers were tastefully placed
the room
harri. win svbeti we can;_bistdilwaxs
Sevier News
patrohA"Carrie slid- some
many others are SIOVI
-1P%7Pj`dr"
1
ingGames and contests* were -eniOyEd.
be good sportsThere ,are 12 -boys and girls in
broughtl _pre-school __chi/2r= ...for
- _
An
attractive - and delicious-the iinlortlass this
-year. List 'Fri- - It appears that a lame group
noculations.
-day---the ...members of the class will make the trierto Cheatham course 'was served.
We welcome into our midsti
oelected
their class rings and county on -Saturday, September
Those present were:
two students from other schools. Hazel
elected their officers as fo)lows: 8. to observe soft curing. The
Mrs. Frank Vaughn, Mrs. ifs. I.
14?SS Vera Duncan. a senior: from
group
will
leave
Murray
at 5 Neely. Mrs_ Lela Enoch Wilson.
Troett Hawley. president:- Laturine
Aurora. - and Harold Story. a junF. F. A. Notes
A.
M.
All
interested
see their Mrs. Hester, Mrs A. M.
Curd,- vIce-presideat. -Geraldine
HawleY.
tor. from Almo -and the College
By Edmond Cherry
teacher of agriculture or the eosin- Mrs. Grarieslaan..MiesMilstead. secretary•treasurey
Rsta Wig
, Training School.
y agent.
EuloLa
'Bailey,
news
ry,
Mrs.reporter.
Mrs.
Mayer,
Myrtle
J. U. mother. Mrs.
The sesoilli week of school is
Grace Wilcox a'
-`",. The boys are draining tre-bases
Some wild fire and angular Underwood. Misses Roby Herndon.
Depot Street
Murray, Kentucky
family
wient. before storing the coal sup- always the busiest week at the
leaf
spot
is
showing
up'in
differ- Buthal Armstrong, Mrs. Pearl WilMr. and Mrs. Ebner Raymond
-ply%%Mich the Board is Sending beginning at the school term. Our
tobacco
ent
WE PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICES FOR PRODUCE
fields in. the cousitY. son, Mrs. W. H. Miller, Mrs. 0.
Iiirksey F. F.
because
:/-tre .drain pipes had
It is said to be these diseines. B. Turnbow. and Mrs. W. B. Milbecome clogged and a pump had to the graduation of many of our efNotes
according to Dr. •Valleati, of the stead.
tee iristalled- to draw off 'the strattr ficient -Future Farmers.
^
College of Agriculture. He recomWe hope the raw material that
before the obstruction could be
Poultry men may expect higher mends that plant beds be sprayed
Preston Perry. who has been
we have at hand can be WhIPPed
liscated and removed.
sprinkled thoroughly
With setvilig as aristant postmaster
gre.atinto shape and can be • as efficient pfiees ftir eggs and poultry _this or
.
1 Faxon community taes
k
liqgcleaux mixture next waist bersi-ter--tbe past four years has
fall and winter•Goverffient
• ide in the continued isaprove7 as the ones that graduated.
•
When the plants-Aire small. Bele- iellienet Ma* lign, C. A. Datums
gj iteehinan bisys at lookfait show. There were fever
t of their beautiful campus and
deaux is a mixture of lime aad has succeeded him.
Mr. Perry
the care Mr Billington and Mr. forward to the coming initiation kept this year and fewer-ctuc s
blue stone carefully prepared
leaves the service -with the good
alston have expended on the into the Funce Farmers Club raistRi -Also, the drouth has caused
will of the patrons. ,Mrs. Denham
groan* during the summer. The Some . are afraid- and undecided. large numbers of birds to be 'sold
is a former school. teacher of the
"Weber students were amused and while others 'look -toWard
With Whicli -would normally be kept -for
layers. Thus we may expect recounty and is a thoroughly comHAZEL NEWS
Relighted to hear a younger boy anticipation
duced egg production and egg
petent-business lady.
.
object to the unsightliness of the
BL S $1 50
POUND
Agriculture III-IV
prices are expected to n crease
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Vaughn of
Attlee of coal- being dumped near
Mrs. Frank Vaegiut- Honored
more than they commonly do durMemphis and Mr. and Mrs. tumner
$e.bin. We all take pleasure in
Agriculture III and IV have been
Vaughn of Detrait are here visitMrs. W. B. Milstead. Mrs. Oi
'frequent favorable comment. sirilOying-the, soft cure mothed---ot-- ing the fall. At the same time
PECK
aliks Jessie Spencer. -teacher of curiug tobacco and also have set reed cosis-a-fe higher_ Thus.' the Turnbiow 'and Mrs. W. ff. Mil* ing their - mother. Mrs. J. W.
-ential. science in -Hebardsvitle High up some farm 'practice standards. farmer may make More money if enteribined at the home of Mrs. Vaughn, and other relatives this
he has good _laying hens add he Milstead Thursday afternoon in week.
Farmers 'of_ Calloway are plan%.• &hoot a guest of Miss Foiwell's.
50 POUNDS
may lose more if he has poor lay- honor of Mrs. Frank Vaughn. prea
10 POUNDS 29c
.
. 1. Mrs. -Myrtle Osburn spent Sat--- *Ls a recent . visitor .
Aix cam- ning another trip to Cheatham
$1.25
idg fdwis.
ident of the W. M. Society of the Orday ,in Murray visiting her sisShe was most ^con:pitmen- County. Tennessee. to stody- their
The College of Adricultitre sug- Baptist church,. who is tearing in ter, Mrs. Amanda White:
ta-sqiii. -it is the most beso- method of curing tobacco
gests that we thoroughly clean a few days for Minia. Fla.,' where
POUND
Miss Aileeo Paschall left Mont
S c•-•
-Jot Campus I ha' •
We
will
have:
more.
succe•th
•
and disinfect the laying house be- she will spend the winter.
day for Chillicothe. Mo., to enter
fore the pullets go in and that
the house be made warm and comSTANDARD PACK
AVONDALE BRAND
fortable.
Then we should
only strong, health. worm-free
pullets in the house. All poor
Avondale Extra Quality
pullets and hens should be sold.
NO.
2NO. 2
The College also., recommends
- J CANS .•
feeding mash and grain in hopperf
CANS
FULL NO. 2
They say that hopper feeding of
CASE
CAN
CASE
$2.99
grain is more sanigarr requires
24 CANS
less work. --is cheaper and keeps
CASE 24- Cans
$2.39 24-CANS
the birds in better conditinn than
dorlesettng g
24
-orr the
or THRIFTY
DAtE d
AVON
°Mt
COUNTRY CLUB
ffilDAY and SATURDAY.
24-Pound -Sack .
Government figures seem
to
LYON'S BEST
$1.10
show that dairy products prices
PILLSBURY'S BEST
will improve but that high feed
24 Pounds
2 lbs. MINCED HAM
25c
24-Pound Sack ,‘ .
cost will still; make dairying unJewel, Lb.
favorable during next winter. The
French, Lb. 23c
VEALE CHOPS,lb C. Cluls, Lb. 27c
drouth and unfavorable Prices
3 Lbs. 55c
have at last doused farmers to reduce the number of dairy cattle.
--DELUXE PLUMS
C. Club PINEAPPLE,
The amount of feed available_ is
No,
2
1-2
cans
25c
2 No. 2 cans
01
'4 t• wo-1.10.1.._taPIOCIO.A.s _that
fed last year.. Thus we may exITAKIalf or whole,
19c
of 24 cans
pect a considerable reduction in
C. Club Fancy SIFTED PEAS
.
the - Supply of dairy products this
PORK SHOULDER, half or whole,
2 cans
..
29e
fall ' We people of Calloway are
Serve milk to your children and you
C. Club APPLE BUTTER,
pound
very fortunate_ in having a fine
Case of 24 cans
$3.47
38-oz jar
supply of lespedeza hay this year
15c
serve the most scientific all-round food
and our cows should go through
C. Club PORK & BEANS,
the whiter as iv-eli as, those in
C. Club TOMATO JUICE,
value known to civilized man. No food
Can
5c
other- sections.
Giant can
10c
'
Case of 36 cans
$1.79
or liquid can give them the energy of
Buford Hurt. president -of .-otir
Case of 24 cans ,
.
$239
local _chapter. states that the-Fir
CHEWING GUM, all popular
milk
turf Farmers are cooperating in
the pleasantness-of taste is only a
the collection of material to be
DRINKS
'
-----Ginger Ale, Roo!
brands, 3 pks.
10cUsed in *chef work in the county:
part of its popularity with the whole
Beer, Orange-Lemon,
Cider VINEGAR,
We
24-oz. Bottle
f
10c
family.
4
Quart bottle
war
romilr
i
10c
tikt:
f;41.-rstiation
o
lb.
25c
of F. F. A. and aksp scare cards
C.-Club SALAD DRESSING,
CAMAY SOAP, 3 bars
for both the Chapter and individ14c
HENS, lb.
.
18c
iiiiLmembers. We hope to have
8oz. jar
10c
OVALTINE, can
39c
the Chapter. make a high score
KANSAS CI-1
:
\" STEAKS
this year. In the -near. future -we
20 Mule Team BORAX,
IVORY SOAP,
hope to make out a 13togram of :
16-oz. pkg.
work for Kirksey Chapter. Also, 1
15c
3 medium bars
17c
Highest Market Price in Cash for
we plan to hold an initiation for
the freshmen soon.
Chickens and Eggs
POUND

DESIGNER

•

High News

W. Clopton & Co.

k.

WISCONSIN CABBAGE 100
POTATOES
15-"°
YELLOW ONIONS
CALIFORNIA TOKAY GRAPES

25`
1-0`

I.

CHOICE MEATS
For Cool Summer Meals

-^

21bi.BEEF STEAK
1 lb. SAUSAGE
PORK

15c
25e
- 15c

-

Emery for
School-Days

lb.

PEAS

TOMATOES RED PITTED
25` CHERRIES Z
10`
$i.98
-FLOUR
85pouns
FLOUR
COFFEE
19`

25.

95.

51"

2

33e

Case

2 No.

17c
BEEF CHUCK ROAST,lb.
9c
BEEF RIB ROAST', lb.
7c
MUTTON,lb.
10c and 121/2c
LARD, lb.
12_1Ac
BACON BUTTS, lb.15c
SALT BUTTS, lb.
12V2c
FRYERS, Dressed,

Pasteurized Milk
Is SAFE Milk

T BROS.
MEAT MARKET
Free Delivery

Phone 214

Wo• rk in building the welcome
sign has been delayed,fur another
Week. Mr. Max Hurt- has 'Tiede
tilic- sign _Pt**.i.bio • lax- eontrihottlar
the lumber. Mr. Hurris -or* of
the most loyal supporters the
school and -Chapter, has. Mr. Devo Reed is giving the land for the

1

situ-

OR

Murray Milk Products Co„

POUNDS

POUND

CALL 191

SUGAR CURED
Waste

•

Pound

28c
35c
10c
27'

interest ftill is fire ri-ganiteng

...••••••••••.-a•- ••••••

•
•

-

COUNTRY CLUB ROLL BUTTER 2
LONGHORN DAISY CHEESE
EATMORE OLEO
BREAKFAST BACON Fany No

•

40asimonasomor-

-tor'
.
ar•VW.
-111111c

•-•

Avec..

vsas.:-4

-r•

•

•.

-

••111.-

••••••••
.

r

_

-

••1,

a
•
•
•
•
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a
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•
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- I wish to present some points of specimens.
nominal range, slaughter steers
interest given • in -se publication
"Other collectors may have their
$3.5009.75; slaughter heifers $3.25
primarily devoted to various col- methods of preventing the destruc4r7.75.
lecting interests by a collector tion of relics by the non-collecting.
By Elmer T. Risen
from the state of Missouri, and as non-intetested fellow who originalAt we may in our endeavors to the situation in the locality he ly finds the specimen, but I
Dairy and ?reduce
have
economise by putting forth an ef- refers to is very mach character- given you my method. My plea
NEW YORK. Sept. 5-Live poulfort to conserve the various places istic with this and many other sec- to fellow collectors is to adopt
try market firm. Chickens, freight
of historical interest, it may be- tions, much may _be ecquIred'in some practical method to meet
and express unquoted; broilers,
come in our estimation a duty to the way of a knowledge of how this unfortunate condition
freight 14023c: expels iSsiZia;
and to
FOr the information of out Evening-In -Pavilion Hippopreserve some of the camping, these _specimens are found and puilh it lot' all if' is worth.
fowls, freight -1241 20c; express 15
readcrs who may be planning to drome-Horse Show-Kentucky #22e; roosters; freight and exburial and village sites of our treated. In substance it ls- some"I trtutt that what I have writ- attend the State
press 11012; turkeys. freight 170
earlier
Fair in Louis- Hotel Stake-Gelding Division of
American
people-t h e thing of this nature:
ten in this article will be both ville, week
of Sept. 10-15, we pre- the $10,000.00 Event.-Girls' Rid23c; express 25c; ducks, freight
"Mound Builders", and earlier
"In my section of the country helpful and suggestive, but
get
sent, in condensed form, the fal- ing Class-Ponies in Harness- 15c; express 19c.
Indians who lived in practically fully 90 per cent of all the
Indian busy in your own locality."
lowing day-by-day program oi Heavy Harness Horses-American
every locality now inhabited by relics found were origin/My pickthe main features arranged for Saddle Horse Breeders' Futurity,
their successol's.
ed up as surface finds by non-colthe entire week:
Two-Year-Old Division-A. K. C.
While virtually all of these lectors. It is a lamentable fact
Sneday-2:30 P. M., Sacred Dog Show-Firewo:ks and Boxgrounds thus employed in this sec- that too large a per cent of these
By Edd Kellow
tion Of our coun‘ry have been de- people are not even passively inConcert-Chorus of 300 voices, ing, in Front of Grand Stand.
Hardin High School received a and fine soloists, directed by Ju- Fourth
Following is the softball schedstroyed in so far as their original- terested in them and are not in
Day, ThersdaY, Sept 13
ule of Calloway county high
ity is concerned, yet many of us the least interested in their pres- valuable addition Saturday morn- lia Bachus Horn,
Forenoon-In Pavilion, Judging
ing when the county lacer& emhave had the opportunity to col- ervation as .such.
of Jersey and Short Horn Cattle, schools for the remainder of the
First Day, Monday, Sept. 111
current season:
lect some. of the relics, or artefacts
Judging Hampshire and Spotted
"I have found valuable specimens ployed .Miss Blanche Booker to
Forenoon-Opening of th- Fair.
Friday. September 7
representative of these earlier that had been revived by these teach the junior high school. This
Poland China Swine.
Pleasant Valley at Alms..
Afternoon-In Great Pavilion,
races. This is a pleasurable pur- non-interested finders of them. will take a big burden off the
Afternee
e-Breeders' Stake for
Kirksey at Concord:
Plantation Saddle Horses, Shetsuit to many individuals of an Rare and delicate chipped sped- shoulders of the other teachers.
Saddle Bred Foals-American
Faxon at Hazel.
land Ponies, Boys' Riling Class,
grchaelogical inclination, not in a niens have been revived by some
Saddle Horse Breeders' Futurity,
_The Hardin Blue Eagles opened Girls' Riding Class; In fropt et
Friday, September 14
promLsciues way of merely collect- juvenile inenther* dl he • family
Yearling Division-Shetland PoAlmo at Faxon.
ing and throwing in a jumbled in his effort to strike "ire from their fall baseball camapign at Grand Stand, Children's Pageant nies-A, K. C.
Dog
Show.
-TrotBrewers Friday
Hazel at Lynn Grove.
afternoon. and -Young American Fashion Pa-- ting,
mass in some place about the it
were on the long end of a 5-3 score. rade; Running and Trotting PonyPacing and Running RacesPleasant Valley at Kirksey.
barns "or other places where they
Races-Blonde Hair Con'Splendid specimens err work- With Edward Jones
Friday, September 21
pitching 3-hit Races.
may become breasen and thus dismanship have been picked up ball, the Blue Eagles
.
Concord at Alms
got off to an
figured as wel lag. disparaged in
Evening-In Pavilion, Hippoand cast away again by having early start and
Evening,.-In Pavilion, Horse
Lynn Grove at Kirksey.
never were be- drome Night Horse Show-Brown
valuation, but either placed in been
Show-Henry Clay Hotel Stake
thrown at a passing bird or hind. The Trimble
Hazel at Pleasant Valley.
brothers star- Stake-Stallion Division of the
boxes, or other receptacles as cabdog. Many precious arrows have red for Brewers.
for Three-Gaited Saddle Horses- •
Friday, September U
The Bliie Eagles $10,000.00 Event. Heavy Harness
inet drawers where they may be been
Two-Year-Old Saddie Stakeruthlessly broken in the will meet Brewers at
Hazel at Almo.
Hardin Fri- Horses, Local Class for Lady Ridkept secure from disfigurement, or small
Girls'. Riding, and Parent and
boy's effort to imitate the day afternoon.
Lynn Grove at Concord."
as has been mounted on boards Indian
ers, Ponies in Harness. Boxing Child Class-Stake for
archers. Numberless fine
Fine HarThe summary:
Faxon at Pleasant Valley. neatly ai ranged or placed in" a specimen
Firework
and
s in front of Grand ness Horses-Three and
s of the polished stone
FiveFriday, October 5
HEE Stand.
show-case, and it may prove in- art have been scattered beyond
Gaited
Saddle
Horses
Parent
Almo at Kirksey
Hardin
120 011 0 7 5 3
teresting to classify, or label as'to recognition by laying around ...the
and
Child
Class
-A. K. C. Dog
Lynn Grove at Faxon.
Brewers
003 000 0 3 3 4 Second Day, Tuesday, Sept. 11
the
particular locality
where home to be used in cracking nuts,
Concord at Pleasant Valley.
Forenoon-In Pavilion. Judg- Show-Fireworks and Boxing in
Batteries: Jones and
York;
found. That this type of collecting or in driving nails or other
Front
of Grand Stand.
ob- Owens, Cope and P. Trimble,
ing Mules-Judging Angus Cattle,
Friday. October 12
has. not attained any more prom- jects when the implements for that
Fifth Day, Friday, Sept. 14
Pleasant Valley at Lynn Grove.
Judging Sheep, Southdown and
inence-as a holaity may be attribut- purpose- Were not convenient.
,;Kfritsey at Hazel.
The Trojan Society got off to an Hampshire Judging $wine,"Berk-- . Forension--Srnith-Hughes High
lI have not forgotten
ed as 'due- to various causes, but
the old early,start as the,y have already shire and Chester White.
Faxon at Concord.
School
Judging
Contest.
what may be taken as one Of the Negro in Southeast MIssouri who
beaten their rivals, the Vikings,
Afternoon-Livestock Pavilion,
Aftarnoon-In Pavilion, Horse
principal reasons can be account- had found, many years before,
a twice. The girls softball team de- Horse Show, American Saddle Show-Standard Bred
Horsesed for is a lack of Interest in this beautiful vase in one of the
num- feated the Vikings 9-6 and the Horse Breeder's Futurity-Wean- Plantation Horses-Girls'
Riding
nature of collecting; if one ex- erous mounds in that vicinity.
24-PHONES-25
But boys winning 3-2.
Division-Yea
ling
rling
Class
Saddle
-Boys' Riding Class-Win-- Nice Green
pects to succeed it is imperative positively refused to sell it
Beans. lb.
5e
to a
Bred
Stake-Running,
Pacing and ners in Better Babies' Contest.. Pt 'Swift's
that the collector takes an intel- local collector because if he
Jewell Olt
Ue
sold
Hazel Lamb. the charming Trotting Races-Pony Races.
Special Fox Hound Show. Coon
ligent interest in this branch of it he ,Would have nothing
Qt. Wesson Oil and Glans
to put blonde of the freshman class, is
Hound Show. Pacing, Trotting
archaeology. or the novelty of hay- his aobacky'
Evening - In Pavilion HippoBeat
•
45c
now leading in the popularity conand Running Races-Pony Racing
ins/ specimens in possession may
6 Packages Argo Starch. Me
drome. State-Wide Beauty Con-The conditions I have men, test with
"MAO
votes.
-Athleti
Evelyn
c
Events
-Contes
t
of
40
soon wear away. and the spirit of :toned_ are familiar to all collectors
Same Article, 3 lbs.
lae
Jones is second with 1560. Alice test. Horse Show, Seelbach Stake Bands.
collecting become ,one of wailing" who reside in the rural
24 lbs. Guaranteed Flour
Me
sections K. Darnall, third with 3.860, and -Mare Division of the $10,000.00
EveningIn
Pavillon,
Jimior
.interest
Event-Heavy Harness Horseswhere the relics are to be found. Anne Lawrence
Gold Star Coffee in Jar
_
27e
, fourth with 1200.
Championship Stake for Five
Delivery-Local Riding ClassThe question which has been upCamay Complexion Soap
__ Sc
Gaited Horses-Stake for Heavy
permost in any mind, relative to
Three Gaited Saddle Horses-A.
3 Cans Lye ........22 or lie
Harness Horses-Roadster Stake
'them, is how to precedent the de- The Profitable Business
jr. C. Dog Show-Fireworks and
Half Bu Meal
Sic
-In Front of Grand Stand, Three
of
Not
Raising
Hogs
Boxing,
6 Lbs. Snowdrift
struction of the relics of a by gone
in Front of Grand Stand. Gaited
•
75e
Stake-Fi
reworks
and
race.
4 Ibis Scot* _____-_
4k
Third Day, Wednesday, Sept. 12 fttitIfftfc Events Freestof•Grand
Geo. Bingham trt MayfieldQuaker Puffed %%eat
lie
"The plan I have adopted is as
Foreseen-4n Pavilion, Judging Stand.- .--- —
Messenger
2 lbs. Peanut Butter
follows: I present my case to the
In the morning mail: Dear of Holstein and Hereford Cattle, Sixth Day, Itadarday, Sept. 15
,25e Can Kaple Syrup
lie
editors of the country newspapers. George: DU41
to the fact that you Judging of Jack Stock, Judging of
Alternosal-Military Classes. 2-lb. Cocoa
12e
Generally I find them in sympathy have been able
Poland
China
and
Duroc-Je
to answer all quesrsey
thletic Events-Ash Can Derby. Quaker Oats
lee
with the movement. If so. I then tions, and solve
most of the prob- Swine, Judging Shropshir.: and -State-Wide Grind Contest- 10 Strike Raking Powder ___ lie
write one or more articles rela- lems that are
Che
jot
,
Sheep.
sent -inc / have deHunter
and
Jumper
Clas:::s,
1
lb.
Mixed
Candy
Sc
tive to Indian relics, where and cided to come
to you with mine.
Afternpen-In Pavilion, Horse
Pay in Trade for Ergs. 19e
Evening-In Pavilion, Brown
how found, some features about Mr. Blank at Northham
pton has a Show-American Saddle Horses Stake, Grand Championship
Pay in Trade for nice Hams. 15-17e
$10,them and for what purpose. Em- friend .who received
a govern- -Breedine Classea-pirls' Riding 000.00 Saddle Horse Stakephaske the fact that those. de- Ment check for
one thousand dol- Class-Local Five-Gaited Class- Threct•Year-Old
Saddle Stakestroyed are gone for ever from !u- lars this year fer 'riot
raising hogs Fine Harness Horses - Pony Ladies' Riding Class Roackste
rsntie .generations who will prob- So Mr Bleak now
proposes to get Races-Running, Pacing, . and Heavy. Harness Horses-Pony
TIlf COMFORT' OF AN OLD
^ebly appreciate them more than a farm and go into
the business of Trotting Races-Red Hair Con- Stake--Grand Carnival
SHOE, WITH THE APPEARANCE
in CosUDDILNLY, after
we do.
not raising hogs, says in fact not test-Round Table Program
OF BRAND NEW-AND WE DYE
.
tiresome miles of nervous driving
tume-Fireworks.
"Finally I had them to preserve, raising hogs -appeals,
to him very
'EM ANY COLOR, TOO
co ordinary rouge • king, light
„from destruction all that come Strongly. Of course
he will need a
ribbon of true an even concrete
their way. If they happen not to hired man, and that
AT
is where I
swings into view ...joits
be interested in them themselve
s, come in. I write you as to your in by many of God's people what
preserve them that they may got opinion of the best kind of
kicks ...tiregrtunbling.••MeratIll
the
Lord had done for them durfarm
into hands thatsmay care for ahem. not to raise hogs on ,and
tension dip behind you. Yen settle_
the best ing the series of meetings while
frankly tell them- that I am strain' of tiogs not to raise, and the old Vine gospel we" being
beck in your seat, named.
EAST ST. LOUIS, Ill., Sept. 5
not pleading with them to save how best to keep an inventory
of preached.
-Hogs. receipts 10.500; market Opposite Ledger & Times Office
Concrete roads are safer. You're
them for me, but save them from the hogs you are not raising.
Bro.
John
Key of Murray, was slaws ,15se
Also
less apt to skid. YouT1 stop more
20c
below Tuesday's
destruction. I try to present the do you thing CAPITAL
could in charge of the song service and average, 25c
under best time:
quickly, more smoothly. Tire@ we
matter in a popular manner Scor if be provided by issuance of
a non- did a wonderful work. Many visit- bulk 170 lbs. up
$7.40055; nominal
I do not, the people for whom it hog raising gold bond? .Hie
leas apt to blow out. irisity is,
friend ing brothers from different sec- top $7.55; most
1501S160 lbs. $6.85
is Meant to reach will not read who got -the thousand doll=
better. Your car operates more
got tions of the county were present. 07.15;
130S•140 lbs. $6-I5st-05; 100
It.
it for not raising five hundred Among the number was the Rev.
economically. You drive more akaCardui helped an Oklahoma lady,
4r120 lbs. $5.254/6.00; most sows as described below,_ and many
"I think several small articles hogs. Now we figure we might Fleetwood Rogers oj_ Murray.
fully-because you're relaxed.
others have been benefited in a
or of a "follow up" character bet- easily not raise fifteen hundred
Our church is growing rapidly $6.2505 60had a hurting
Paste this coupon on • post card
ter than one single appeal.
Cattle receipts 4,000; calves 2,- similar way...,
or even two thousand hogs_ So in the grace of our Lord and
and rend for • booklet winch
in my side every few weeks," writes
500:
"I
find
market
opening
this
you
very
condition
slow
see
the
to
on
be
possible
Savour
the
profits
Jesus
Christ We desire
proses that many of your motorare
Mrs. Bill Stewart, of Dewar, Okla.
result, the country soon becomes only limited by the number
ins dollars can be saved by more
of the prayers of all of God's people native and western steers; vealers "I had heard of Cardui and started
full of amateur collectors.
concrete roads.
hogs we do not raise. Looking for that we' ay continue to grow and 25c lower at $7.00; other classes taking It, It stopped my hurting
opening steady in slow trade; mix- and built up my strength. I took
"Perhaps only one out of 20 my letter and Answer in your col- accomplish much in the
King11 betties and I sure felt better."
PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION persons becomes a real collector, umn. I am Sincerely Yours, A dom's work of our Lord.-Tus ed'yearlings and heifers largely
Try Cardul for pains, cramps, nervous$4.25676.75; beef cows largely $2.75
Ito Merchants Bk. Bldg.. Indianapolis, laa the other 19 soon tire of them, City Farmer. P. S.„„His friend -who Hendon, clstirch clerk. ,
ness du• to a run-dean condition. ThouS03.50; cutters and low cutters sands of VOMIM testify Cardul benefitael
they soon part with their small received $1000.00 check has only
o.
Peeve itt
,
Una. If it mat pot- benefit Tots cca$1.400'2.50; top sausage bulls $3.25;
accumulation to the real colleC.- been hog raising for 40 years and
Nam,
ROMER GRAVEYARD CLEANING
8411• P•Ilkian..
tor, but they never become a the most he has ever made was
Strait
-destructionist again. but the end $400.00 a Year. Kind of pathetic
There will be a graveyard cleanhas been met in that they. become to • think how he wasted his life
City.....
St.t.
ing at the Bomer cemetery Saturpreservers and not destroyers of raising hogs, when not raising
day. September ls The burial
them would have been so much
Fat leave hada& friChlif *MK • ma
ground is located near PotterSaw Lliammi via* amadm fake
more profitable.
town. The- friends of those buried
ft atm a mow thas load saiaa,
wanasiLbl aa
there are requested to come-pre- da• bebadia•maw
Name amartim sad vases mdebb ast
milli
pared to work and bring their
d•• pais teem asblas imadmompalm,
hadoseba and lambapa. Ballesee
lunch.
Saw Libros. Me aml fat.
Holland-Hart DmrIt Pays to Read the Claestfleds Drug Company.
South Howard defeated Pine
Bluff -4-1 Labor Day" Ifiefriliig at'
Does Your
the Bluff diamond. IS Clark was
the winning pitcher for South
Car Need
Howard: Willoughby hurled for
the East Siders.
Brake
In the afterhoon, South Howard
also won over Hardin, 6-4. Brown
Linings?
tossed a splendid' game for South
Howard.
Fergerson and Jones
pitched for Hardin, The game
FLY DAY AND NIGHT IN A $62,500.00.-TRI
was close all the wifY and enjoyed
MOTOR FORD PLANE. THE BIG PLANE 13 76
by -all. ft. wide, 85 ft. long-and weighs 10,100 lbs.
OUR BRAKE TESTING MACHINE can tell' you
-On September 1, South Howard
won over the Hazel All-Stara.
quickly the condition of the brakage of each wheel
FLIGHTS $1.00 per passenger. However, get
10-7. Brown, for South Howard,
ticket at BEALE MOTOR CO. or from their repre.
and our mechanics can end the trouble shortly.
and Patterson for Hazel, were
sentative at the field and two people can ride day_
the pitchers,'
or night for $1.00. No obligations to buy anything.
TESTING SERVICE FREE
Manager Webb gives the sched-Just call at their office for your free ticket.
ule for the next three games: Seek•_
, THE BIG PLANE
This efficient machine is found only in the larger
8, Hardin at Hardin; Sept. 14,
WEIGHS 10,100 LBS. BUT
cities. Uneven breakage leads
Hardin at South Howard; SaturFLOATS THROUGH THE BREEZE WITH THE"
numberless
to
day, September 15, Pine Bluff at
wrecks and lack of brakes is SURE DANGER!
GREATEST OF EASE AS THEY USE DX GUARSouth Howard.
ANTEED MQTOR FUEL AND DIAMOND 760
Call at once.
South Howard has enjoyed an
MOTOR OILS. Why don't you use the best? The
unesual season, winning a great
SAME gasoline they use is sold at all Dx stations.
FOR HARD ROAD SERVICE. . . GOODRICH
number of games with only a few
SEE DUKE THROWBR1DGE IN HIS
defeats and are backed by a large
TIRES with a substantial guarantee . . blowout
crowd of loyal fans.
STUNT PLANE IN FREE STUNTING
protection and twelve months guarantee against
EXHIBITION
liazards.
REVIVAL AT PLEASANT
SEE THE RACE BETWEEN A V-8 FORD AND
HILL IN TRIGG COUNTY
_
AN AIRPLANE FROM A STANDING
POINT!
Preaching
begun the fourth
Sunday In August by the pastor.
FLY EITHER DAY OR NIGHT WITH GOVERNthe Rev. A. A. Walker of MayMENT LICENSED TRANSPORT PILOTS
field. and continued trntil first
IN GOVERNMENT LICENSED
Sunday In September. There were
TRANSPORT PLANES
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE
eight additions to the church.
Wonderful experience was given
_
01111111.1114
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Relics--Preservation
Regarding Stone

STATE FAIR'S PROGRAM,
DAY BY DAY,THIS YEAR
Louisville, Ky., September, 10 To 15_

•

Softball Schedule for
County High Schools

Hardin Highlights

PAGE
FIRST

Regular worshipe and sermon
11 A. M. Preaching by pastor.
Morning subject: "The Church in
a Changing World." Evening subject. "Unbeptiaed Gooctr.ess."
OurSunday_ as 0:45. School meets
promptly
_
.
Promotion flay will be observed
the last Sunday in this month.
The teachers are Sery anxious
to have all pupils, who have been
out during their vacations, back
In their places the next two or
three Sundays, immediately before Promotion Day.
Childhood and- Youth Week will
be observed during the- first week
in October.
The Young People's Department
will have a "Scavenger Hunt"
Saturday
night at 7:30. The
crowd will start from the church.
0. A. Marrs, Pastor.

Swann's Grocery

Kentucky
IDUCE

•
2c
25c
29`
10c

ality

25c

95c
'1
27'

15

33c
3.95
15c

19

10c
239

70t
10c
10c
17c

Robt. Swann.

S

DUTCH'S SHOE
- SHOP

Livestock

METHODIST CHURCH

Lady Says CAFtpUI
Eased Pain In Side

THRLE

Lynn Grove Defeats
Alin() _High ______ 74:
In an early game of the county
high school spitball play, Lynn
Grove High defeated Almo school
By_ a'Nitre...4 loin an interesting .
affray
Head the Classified_ Column-

J. D. DILL
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
Just Across the River
From Pine Bluff
'THE BEST COUNTRY STORE'
A Large Stock of Shoes and-,
NO SALES TAX TO FAY —
Come and See Us,

`CS

J. D. DILL
•

Ryan's
1(1 SATURDAY 1 fi

iv SPECIALS iv
TABLE DAMASK
White and white with border—

Price for Today Only, yd.

44c

Part Wool Full Size BLANKETS
For Today Only, the pair
$2.15
ALL COTTON BLANKETS
Size 66x80--

Today's Price

78c

SILK POPLIN
Assorted colors, carried stock, regular $1 value—

Price Today

39c

BATH TOWELS
Size 18x36, artd-a REAL -VALUE—

Price Each

...

....... 10c'"

LIGHT GLOBES
15 to 60 Watts—for today—

Price 8c

or 2 for 15c

7-FOOT WINDOW SHADE
And a good one at—

Today

46c
BED SPREADS

8'Ox,105 in blue stud rose, regular $2.00 valu,?
- —

Today

$1.69'
SILK HOSE

Full fashioned, good colors, regular price $1.00 Lo
$1.50. These are carried stock but in good condition—
• Price

Today

39c

REMEMBER—It is our desire and a
pleasure to serve you.

RYAN SONS COMPANY

Ends Aching
Sore Muscles

Ii

South Howard Takes
Two Labor Day Tilts

=..

Ia.

77 PER CENT OF THE -

Peope Pay No Attention
TO ADVERTISING MATTER THROWN IN

FORD DAY IN MURRAY

YARDS AND ON PORCHES

MUNICIPAL AIRPORT
MONDAY,- SEPTEMBER 1-0TH--

A survey made by the Los Angeles Advertising Club
the other day shows that 86 per cent of all women and 57

per cent of the men watch for and read newspaper advertisements. Also that.77 per cent of the people pay no attention to advertising thrown in yards and on porches.

An advertisement in THE LEDGER & TIMES goes
direct into the home. A combined city and country cir-

C. T. RUSHING'S
Garage

culation gives Calloway county advertising stores a perfectly balanced coverage of the buying field.
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The Agaseteen Liberty Leeeese
Kekso Friday.
might do well to remember that
ha., neer been in ray life. Why?
Mrs. Otto Towniend of Tri-City Because I'm back home to simthe Constitution was made for
Oonsolkilation of The Slarray Ledger, The Calloway Times and Th. MINS man and not men
visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs, plicity and quietaude where, tall,
for the CoiastiHerald Octubr SO, 111271
Jim Pickard last week_
green trees surround me insised
Olean,
Published Hy Tbe a`attowav
Publishing CO.. The.
North Fourth Street, Muy, Ky.
Kitchen: a detour on the road of skyscrapers, where the chirp
A well balanced Concord team
from the bed room to the garage. of birds and chickens soothe my edged out a victory over Hazel
The Stelit..fik Preeli4e.3 faith'iv T. Loviatt.
EdHltor
It is lots easier for a man to DAMSl which are wrecked with last Friday afternoon. The
fully to be "the bee ever" this
game
live within his income if he buns the rear of elevated twerp • and was close all the way
Entered at tlie Postoffier, Murray. Ky aa seemid class nail matter.
year Senator Girth' K. Ferguson
with Conwhat Oe needs instead of what he other clamors of a_ gerat city. I cord winning 7-6 in. the
has done a fine piece of work
last half
LOUISVILLE, KY., (Special)., more attractive prizes to exhib- wants.
with the fair, putting it in "the
have thork to do, yes, but I can go of the ninth_
I attended a birthday.„dinner about it leisurely. I don't have to
black" last year for the first year -State-Commissioner of Agricuh- itors, as Well as to secure more
Brandon and Chrisman showed
ture, Eugene Flowers, is so' en and better entertainment features Sunday and thdre were more than rush to avoid
in many. "Let's All Go."
being crushed or coolness and control throughout
thusiastic over the prospects for for the Fair's visitors.
La
NATIONAL EDITORIAL
200 people • present and among lost or left My grocery is in the the game. Hazel's
errors helped
the greatest State Fair in the 32
FIEMBe.
ASSOKIATION
As to the live-stock, horticul- them were Rip Fuller and Claude garden, orchard or field, my friends Concord
to push across the winMost of -4ihe -*Ake around the years'
history of the institution, tural and other products of the Miller, then what? Get away and and loved ones are
1933 square
within my ning tally.
Hazel plays Faxon
/argot be _put_ -out their that he has issued the following
farm and home, they, alone, will let them alone!
reach.
Friday and a good game is exflans Monday.' There's nothing letter to ,he people of the entire be well worth your
going to see.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollie Vance and
setAinriF/k7VITT
obligatory about putting out the state:
Call me simple if you want to,
But they are not all by any daughter and Mr. and Mrs.
Rudy
flags on a holiday, it has just
means;
we
have again arranged Pierce all of Paducah visited Mr. but the I enjoyed my trip to
Subscription Raise.-la First Congressional District and Henry and
To the People of Kentucky:
Knox county
sorter gotten to be a custom here.
potato glowers
Stewart Counties. T.nn., $I DO a year; Kentucky. $1.5411;
Chicago to the fullest today I am
for the greatest horse show pver and
ollsoortiero.
Mrs. Rip Fuller Sunday
As your Commissioner of AgriA dverttstng
Rateu and infortruktioa about Calloway
enjoying just as immensely being have a good crop, which will„be
county zusrket
put together in America.
furnished upon applioal
evening.
culture, and Chairman of your
back home again. -"Chatterbox". marketed through local dealers.
The agricultural-machinery and
The drug- snores were open as State Fair Board, I wish to say in
Prof. Barber Edwards of Kirkusual Monday. Did you ever stop all sincerity, that your State Fair farm seed exhibits, will be the sey. one of
West Kentucky's best
to you to think of them
And
to think that your druggist serves promises to be the greatest in the biggest in years. Then, we will sir.gers, closed a
the penalty may be the most tun
*chord at Beech
have a State-Wide Beauty Conyou more hours per week than
bearable tragedy if you forget
test in which the loveliest of our Grove last week; the school was
any
other
merchant'
People
Kentucky beauties from all over eeal good. Prof Edwards is a
always expect a drug store to be
-That city schools and training
the state, will compete for hand- real, genuine. honest Christian
open--and
generally
it
Is.
opening Monday should resome prizes. There will also be man, and lives up to the standard-• • • • 11,
every motorist that he
other beauty contest., for -red- every day.
. TIN can get almost any ailmentWel; sir, a heathen country is
hake more care than usual
headed!' girls, blondes and other
attended to upstairs in the buildhi driving where and when chilbeauties; also, for babi. a chil- one in which 'Pa" does not have
ing occupied by Fain & Bell and
dren
dren's games, daily athle'ic Per- to worry about paying Christmas
are 'about
the
streets.
•
the Kentucky-Tennessee Light &
formances in our natr„.$15,000 bill&-"Busy Bee".
Drivers of autoratibiles are, on the
Esq. Josh Ellison said he wanted Power Co
The doctors have. it.
athletic field, arid .sOloiew fweln big
Whok, entirely eon -.careless, as
shows on the "Michtsay"--sonaeeveryune well knows but surely to celebrate his 80th birhday by -Dr. W. It. Graves a physiciaa. Dr.
piying
his
subscription
to
The
thing for every member of the
0. B. Irvan a dentist and Dr. 0.
any person with brains enough to
family to see and enjoy.
climb under a wheel realises that Ledger & Times. It strikes us that; C. Wells, an optometrist. occupy
this
is
an
unexcelled
way to cele- this upstairs entirely. All ttry
We will also have a very imhe or she must extra precautions
So much has happened in the
•btate one's birthday.
pressive array of fine exhibits in
need for a general hospital is a
when children are involved.
the Fair's "million-dollar" mate- last few weeka_ I'm afraid I Can't
eye.
ear,
and
nose
throat
specialist.
The mechanical element enters
The
moth .Merchants and Manufactur- tell things in the right order.
textile strike may erw up
into it as well as the human eleThe Revs. Nene.
ers Building which everybody
, and Thurman
the country:, ac-orrYig fur a while.
ment. While we have no interest
had a very successful meeting
will want to see this year.
• • ... • •
w giving free advertising to the
It is ycur Fair, and as your with the _assistance of some old
The worst summer complaint
tire dealers, brake dealers and
Commissioner of Agriculture, I fashioned cottaes prayer services
this year was that of:the tongue.
replan men it is a settled-fact that
'EUGENE FLOWER-5 want to see you, there. Come
Three-fourths
the . tobacco'
Misses Elain's*
: Ahart and Lucile
• • • •• •
L.56.10i*E.R.
COM
/44
the most careful and diligent
and have a good, big, tinte taking Harris were guests of Miss
crop in Ciffithitie
--i'netsnlYentner nen
finiet in Paraguay has been and housed in
ce A R.t
L.1-401R.E in the many things of interest- and nelia Spiceland during the.Cor_ driver is at a handicapAnglia
renamed'
Huey
Long.
not
edification. Come, mix and min- vival, and Miss Louise Miller
because
defective car or brakes or slick
Big meetings have been held.
was
tires that will not grip the street he is so vigorous in offensive com- Most. • all unconverted • men and way of exhibits and other inter- gle with' your old friends from the guest of he:: cousin, Mrs. Linus
Low first cost is only one of the savings you
esting attractions for you, in the different parts of
bat but because he is so, well buys. disbelievers. refused
or road.
the state, as Spiceland,
to be- years, if not in all its history.
guguarded.,.;
make when you buy a FORD V-8.
as
forming
well
for
acquaintnew
come
members
of
the
church.
Lost!
oesiL----thhoe, Wet?, Instifileir 'of AmerThis has been made possible as ances. It will do
you good.
Lost!
bon" ha* estimated that a large
But I must tell you _about ger
the result of our being able to
A nudist colony will be natal:Sincerely yours,
Baty
.A(larrw-wOo lives near start in this year without a dollar
trip to the Chicago Fair.
_perceotage of. aetomobile wredras
The 1934 V-8 is the most economical car to opSo
Milted_ in the miter of Boston Aeteerry, and another,fellow had,
and fatal run-downs of grown folks
EUGENE FLOWERS, many go then come back and,
of indebtedness to anybody, and ( Signed)
erate that Ford has ever built.
which will doubtless make hub- an auto collision in Murray
last with ample resources to offer
as well as children is due to anCommissioner of Agriculture, never mention it, but to me it
bub in the Hub.
hStitutday. Billy's Grandpa Mortiquated cars that will not reisn't just a casual event.
It saves you money on gas and oil. It seldom regan was hut. I reckon the other
'spend promptly to the drivers'
Fifteen. Misses Euple and Ruby
and
pastured all winter and spring. tviuord, Mrs. W. Y. Ruesell, Mrs Dildan, Miss
Governor Laffoon's shower of fellow 4?) was d.ritting, too
wishes, detects; ye brakes and worn
. fastPearl Gray. Mize
quires
valve grinding. And you can practically
Rye, oats and wheat are good font Abe Adams, Dorothy Guerite
penniehat a Louisville theatre ap- Death. deaths!!
Lo-;-Lotelee- Acine, *Miss Grace Vincent,
Aties•
forget about carbon removal. Further . . in disthe poorer lands and barley, ifh na Mae Ellunie Mrs. Hilda Byntrm. 'Miss Hazel
pears to have been a case of the
Mrs.
Acldie
_
Creason
.,,returned
Dennis. Miss Christine t
U at of the -worst thence that
tant dafs when parts may need replaceme
portey dictating Use news home September 1 from Washing- seeded now. will -make more pas-.j Mrs. T. 0 Hughes, June Guerin, Griffin, Miss Cornelia Spiceland.
an be imagined is to run .over
nt FORD
prdiey,
on
ture
the
more
fertile
,and,
Billie
ton,
Charlton,
D. C.. where she visited her
Mrs. Fula Bog- Mrs. Estelle Soieetand and Mon,
parts cost from 23 per cent to 54 per cent lass
Mine One*:eInIb and &fipple it for
than
'
son, Lloyd Creason the *past two
gess.. Stones .lemser, Mrs. Bier Sas.* -estainite
deneland. hfittl4
life if not to snuff out it's life. It
any other..'
Some are going eo need lime Lyons. Oatman Grogan.
At thee not as much damage has months. Attorney Creason brought
Whithe-hr-"nrho - ^Kirks. Joe
b -orelreirleDle- Ihkirenefflitin would
— _
bee* done with wooden pistols as ha mother home by motor by the this fall and if they will see the r
Wimberly amd a bay froth Dover,
haunt ode's soul to the grave.
way' of Chicago, Fair. Raymond county agent we will try to secure
chartered a bus to be driven by
Then, too, where.the day comes to turn in your
. An extra precaution, a little more with, wooden heads.
it
by
the
car Have just received
Watson went to Washington with
Croby Cherry and started to Chicar
hare in driving may avoid such a
on a new one, the reign' of years shows that
cago Saturday Morning. We arMoney.- insurance and character his cousin Lloyd to see what he prices.
tragedy ,in your life and the life
the
J.-T.
Cochran,
Ford retains an unusually great percentage
County
Agent
could
see.
rived
at
are
three
our
things that its better to
destination Sunday
of
of your innocent Oictine
- 'Tile average man never wades
Lightning strack - AlvT Slaneits original value.
deeply enough into .ttie - work to morning in time for breakfast.
It must be • etnnemoered that have and .not need than to need
ter's
cow
stable, killed sor hogs
We rented an apartment at the
require hip boots.
children live in a different world and not have.
for Glen Kline' on the Peddle
C S. Beaman who has been sick Jerome Hotel then started to the
from adults. 'They are not thinkAdd these savings, the first and the last and the
Capone protested his removal Workman farm and hit Sid Smith's
for some time is no better at this Fair. Mr.. and Mrs. Limo Spicetog of ypu and your-ear for they,
in-between, then you will see why you should' buy
tobacco patch.
land
and
from
Mies
Atlanta
to
Cornelia
a
California
penSpiceland
writing.
Ire Intent on their play.' It's up
.
the--Jr.
and Rarnond Kirks spent Sunday
itentiary and it got him about as 'Muncie Clark drives through
Mr. and Mrs. Brent Beaman of night with
far as some of the Republican here weekly with highway road
Mrs. Emma Nance and
Detroit
mide•_
_week's _set with family and enjoyed
Cohgressmerns protest eeer tie*
- and leifees our road ----rcrthis visit imr• perhaps the first time since
their parents,
in bully hood fix.
inensely.
Deal legislation..
the Christrais holidays Camp MurAubry Wofford, a nephew of
High water demolished an acne ray assumed an air of inactivity
Monday and Tuesday we -look
Hpey Long . protests he hasn't of cotton • for Mrs. Bernice Mor- as numbers of enrollees took ad- Mrs. Hamlin the Harris Grove in" the fair, or rather the small
taken a drink in eight months but gan- ere -big- -beasehLbeetom On the vareage of Labor Day following telephone central, is real- low at porteon which we could cover in
so short a time. •I could not begin ,
Sunday and absented themselves this time
has been drunk with demagogery old Van Cochran farm.
The farmers' hvestock. corn, on
Mr. and Mrs. Bryon Eaker visit- to tell what all we saw there, nor
week-end
leaves.
since we fu-st heard of him.
Several
wheat. tobacco and cotten have availed themselves of the oppor- ed his sister, Mrs. H. B. Rhodes. could I attempt to describe the
•• • • •
vastness of the city itself as we
No one can deny that the State of "lone- up" two hundred per cent tunity to visit nearby friends and and Mr. Rhodes Sunday.
viewed it from the top of the
the relatives while a group of about
Kentucky hasn't tried to put people which is FINE. . Through
Did you know that the state's
to work. We now have ,more tax Coolidge and Hoover depression, 20 frorn northern Kentucky west per capita school fund in ;890 was largest Cash store in the weld&
collectors than a Roman province the farmers were crushed! Thous- on an extended hay ride to Cov- $2.25 for each pupil, the largest Marshall Field's.. ands of homen were sold at court- ington and yicinity.
We started home at 5:30 Wedin the day of the Caesar:.
known at that time. My! My!
nesday afternoon and arrived here
house for taxes I bought choice
•• • • •
Morning 'worship was in charge How times have changed. Conk
early Thursday afternoon, everycorn from Anderson Carter at 20
Several
representatives
who
of Dr. J. E. Skinner of the First on Dad and open your pocket.
one agreeing that they had had a
• voted for the sales tax hat-fint cents a bushel. I sold cotton at Baptist Church. Although
you
Did
know
that
even
you
if
our
It will be if you prepare
Murray in for one' Pt cent a
wonderful trip, besides hitvirgi had
paid any on the
ranks were materially reduced due become great,enough to have your
for it. Start now with de- themselves into. jobs they sold pound. Geod, well fired tobacco to
bushels of fun among tFiemselves
holiday .leaves a good number portrait on paper money you have,
sold on the finnrs• at 2 ceuts a
on the bus.
finite plans for the future
was in attendance to hear Int. to be dead'
Now you want to know if I
and we know that it will _ Upton Sinclair. winner of the pound. lugs went at 50 cents per Skinner's. instructive and inspirMr. and Mrs. John Cole of Mur- am any better off since I took tat
Democratic nominate:la-ler Gover- hundred, yes and 30 Cents a 100 ing message.
include INSURANCE.
ray visited Mr. and Mrs. Robert trip! Yes, I'm wiser in many renor in California orr tfie platform substracted for floor expenses,
ate
PHONE 170
Members of the camp arid friends
spects an
More content than I
—SEE—
to "abrilish poverty." is to visit which left t0 cents per 100 for in Murree
are
pleased
to
learn
lugs.
Landlord got half of the
the White Hove but 'it would be
that Foreman nix Smith, who remore appropriate for him to visit nOycents. Of course the manufac- cently
underwent an operetion at
turing companies and idle rich
Special Agent
Palo Alto.
haven't got a bit of ienseet or the William Mason Memorjel Hoshorkeliteolasarasica Co.
pital. - is impraving M. the exteot
hohe the drivers' license wilt -*Yeratelitheler -the farrnereven that his release
Reliable Since IMO
from that insti"Hamboneh
said
"Yassahh"
put-an end to a lot of license that
tution is considered irninent. Mr.
Majority of men and bens have
Calloway Circuit Court
Inn of drivers _take__
-South noised this 'company at
Teithei----hFlare Button Ktng,. - • eit drawn tight ar
Hartford and 'has served continie
their stomach to hold up their
Plaintiff.
gully with us since its organizepants which extend down 'below
Vs. Judgement
nein.
the heels.
Hub Burton, -Minnie Burton, LaurPants are all (legs.
In one of the hottest games of ine Burton. Albertine Burton
no seat at all. Style' Yes and
idiots. Mr. eltIngins. our sheriffs the season h team composed Of McCord, and Husband.
Pa. said "no one but old men wore member,* of the Cubs and the •McCord, Vertrice Savage Leake.
"gallusses" and his heain :white camp - *softball team represented Ike Leake. Jack Savage Hall,
y in the final match Annie Mae Saehge, Awee ,Savage.
as mow and he ,hainn• got -any
boo
more_ hips. -Mats-a-snake. -Nen/ma 'with the Columbusegaippjest thane ▪
_Savage_ Herbert- Nigh • - •
clay
afternoon.
Week-end
leas Savage. Fred Dozier Savage, R.
have / -pore ole soul!-"Eagle".
so depleted the ranks of the Cubs T. Cathey,
that each man in the line-up was
Defendants.
4 Playing in a new position except
By virtue of a judgment and
COUNTY AGENT NOTES
Cunningham who with usual coch- order of sale of the Calloway Cirnem entitled- himself well.
In euit Coart, rendered- at the August
We have had a number of
of iheir new organization teem thereof. 1934. in the above
tions pertaining' to the seeding every man displa d the
Ani5salar-Alla-purpose-ss...-4unsion.
•
tent- wheat, When they,
ve a in teamwork and in a driving rain of property and payment- of costs
mers and the general public tlratour generous patobacco contract
A sport time held • their_ opponents to teethe unhereihe expended, I shalt proceed
ago we received a letter form the the thinn inning when Columbus
tromage has made it necesattry for us to -enlarge
THESE PRICES STRICTLY
to offer-for -sale at the court house
comnianee _ melanin stating_ con- gained_- a-Mar-gin tree-fires scores." dear
_
urigurray.- Kentucky, to the
CASH
tract signers who did not harvest
The Cubs, however. have wow highest binder at public, auction.
wheal in 1932 or 1933 will not he the
distriet junior ,channtionehhe on Monday. the 24th day of SepVVe want -ta---esprem our appreciation for .your
complying if they sow wheat this having
BEST GRADE.WEST KENTUCK1
lost two games out of fixate. tember. 1934. at 1 o'clock er Therepatronage whieh bee matiethis
---Those •
COAL
..The
abet t 4. same being county court
wheat these years can sow not the winning arc achkeisdast to_
veteran tehm at Mat- day), upon a'creclit of- sin. 7i-tontine
We have moved to the brick building at the
more than one
thesconeatisonettte this week •
following described - property.
.
*
Don't Wait a day longer
we
north end of the group on ther>east side of North
being and lying in Calloway Coun•
Fourth Street.
cannot guarantee these prices. Coal
The ctrouth this year is going
ty, Kentucky. tcnvit:
to make feed stuff high this fall
at the mines is higher than - last
• The East half of Lot No. 3, the
Come in and see our new plant and when you
ated winter. Many farmers can
whole
lot
being
110
east
feet
and
year and these prices can't last.
oant unsurpassed Laundry work at the LOWEST.
The Reverend Alderdice Lion('
save rotighage that would go to
West and 150 feet North and
'RICE
waste and use it for feed and sell a week's meeting Friday night
South and designated as the W. T.
CHOICE OF EGG, LUMP AND
the good hay, for a little income. with four additions.
Walker Place, being in East MurCorn stover, er *fodder as it is
NUT
There will be a pie sepper at ray and North of Main Cross ,St.,
Be a "Glad I Did"
commonly -called. if cut and cured Russell's Chapel
Friday night recorded ih Deed Book. 40. page
instead of a "Wish I
as soon as -the-- ear ripene-enalsee SeptembetEveryiene hhOrne• Callowah-- C-erunty
Clerk's
Had."
excellent feed.
Those making the honor roll for Office."
Crab Grass if ear-early will the first manes of -school
CLEAN
-.For-Sha purchase -price the, purwere;
COAL- .e
make fair-feed.. .Weeds, like Crab
Seventh
CORRECT WEIGHT
and
Eighth, grades: chaser must execute bend with
Grass IT cut. before metered and Mary Brown Chariton'
erd Les- approved securities. bearing legal
111611 FUEL CONTENTstacked • out with salt sprinkled tel Mina. .
interest from the dad-of sale un,
FAST SERVICL
.on while stacking, will be eaten
First and'Second grade: Eugene tll paid. and !hiving. the, force and
readily •during'-Thu winter vil the Guerin and Elaine Russell
ncorporated
n
Remember that we
effect of a judgment.
Bidders
stock can be turned to it.
Those visiting Ibes_ school here will be prepared to comply promprices
brought the
M. L WHITNEI.L, Manager
Winter-omitt grains are exeh'Ikii last week werehc_grteh
down!
Evans
with these terms,-nenrionS:
ee• .viiie• • ere,er hie see, e. ear
.v Alderdice Me nen /antra lhart Mester C,,mriaminner.
a
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Mrs. F. E. Crawford was at east of Muzray. They returned
•nr,
to
\lite
last
week
edit-•
bein!"f&' Play 4 Illiawray yew. Eighteen hit& &shook Phihome to a few guests on Friday Detroit Sunday morning
to make
aillian Elizabeth Zeigle on Cleve- and Hardin at an Pally data.
afternoon.
abate -live five or mote risfk4
their keen*.
rand, Miss., and Miss Ada Strong
The American History class is from school.
The hours were spent informalKr. "Sens is sivaloml
of
Memphis,
Tenn.,
are house- planning to erect a flag of the
ly and a delicious plate served late the Ford litater
Dr. Outland visited the school
guests of Miss Desiree Beale.
United States over the school
in the afternoon.
• el • •
Miss Cappie Beale arid Miss building. Each student LS willing Friday and gave the tyPhold vacIncluded were:
If yea have visitors of whom
Mrs. James ilbelkon
Emma -Helm have returned from to contribute a small part mid In cine. He stated that he would be
Men Geo. Hart, Mrs. G. B. Scott,
your are not asinuned, pleasie
illewer
a trip in the West. En route home this way each have an Interest hi back later to give a general inMrs. H. T. Waldrop, Mrs. Wells
report them for Ws column.
specton of the school.
they stopped to see Dr.. and Mrs. the project.
_
Purdom,
Mrs. Jack
Kennedy,
Urn James Shelton. a new
for this page should be submitted
The school sponsored an ice
R.
T.
not later than Tuesday
Wells
in
Omaha,
Neb..
'
The
Mss Desiree Beale,
county health physician.
Mrs. Joe brake, was honored with a -sheerer
Bell. Jefferson county. an
afternoon ea.cla week.
Miss Tennie Breckinridee has Dr. Outland, will be here this cream supper Saturday night, SepLovett, Mrs. Harry Sledd, Mrs. Thursday evening given try leo
tember -1,--The--proreeds wt11-110
Wired Saturday to wend a few returned
Foreman Graham. Mrs. E. S. Diu- Myrtle Sutter
from California.
She week to give the •typhoid shots.
After the epee** days with his
Mr.. Mrs. MelyMe Wall And Family yule,
toward the purchase of equipment
brothers and sisters spent a day and night
Tenn.; Mr. and Mm Rudolph &Ind, Jr., Mrs. R. R. Meloan,
with Dr. Each student not having had the
Miss of a lovely array of gifts, it de- Iii
Air• Honer (Mesta -At. Dimmer
the county. Mr. Bell left Cal- and Mrs. Wells
'Thurman and daughters, Eva Nell Evelyn Linn, Mrs.
shpts is expecting to take them. for the home economics departin Omaha, Neb.
Hall Hood.
lientful ice course wear seinen
loway county in 1912 but has been
Mr .and Mrs Melville Wall and and Betty Jean of Murray, Mr.
Prof. and Mrs. A. B. Austin are
The physiology class, under the ment.
Piano and vocal tmailleare Wire
• visitor back here frequently in Atlanta,
The Concord ,softball. tearn defamily of Chicago were honor and Mrs. J. Parker and son. Joe, Josh, Ellison Ilonored On
direction of Mr. Jones, is workGa.
rendered by Mrs. Rafe Agee Mel
Where he has many friends. He is
guests at a six o'clock dinner Wed- Mr. and Mrs. Ira` Morgan and
Mrs. Rudy Tyree.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Fulton left ing on a project for a better feated the Hazel team at ONO.
Eightieth Birthday
Visiting
in the homes
his sisdrinking system. The plans are cord Friday. in an extra Wing
nesday el/ening at the honie of Mr. John Melvin Morgan of Hazel.
ters. Mrs. E. R. Blalock, Ntl• Con- this morning for Memphis to visit not yet
game by the score of 7-11. Potas
Friends and relatives gathered
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hargrove and
and Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield,' Sr.
completed.
their
son,
Leo
Fulton
and
Mn. Orval Dublin Ohm
family,
cord. Mrs. Clarence Falwell and
teams played well.
son, Joseph Martin of Farmington, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. S. A.
Christiana.
Covers were laid for:
and
attend
the
Mid-South
Fair.
Siemer
his brothers, J. H. and Ben Bell.
pitching for Coacord, falbad to
Mr. and Mn. Wall, Mrs. J. T. Mr. and Mrs. Newell Doorea and Ellison to surprise the former on
Mrs.
John
M.
Meloan,
Frankfort
strike
,
his
out
80th birthday with a dinner.
a single batter but had
Wall, Mr and Mrs W. T. Sledd,. children. Edwin Clayton and Mary
Mrs. James Shelton was hostas
-good support. Next Friday ConMr. Ellison had gone to Popu- .to a lovely shower Monday evening Is visiting her sister. Mrs. Laura
Mleacs Ruth. Fay. and ,June Evelyn of Backusburn Mr. and
Clopton,
who
is
quite
sick
at
her
cord plays at Kirksey.
Walk Mr. and Mrs. Clifforn Melu- Mrs. Hoyle Riley of Colo, Mr. and lar Spring to church ard when gven in honor of Mrs. Orval Dubhome on West Olive. ...
Well there is one month of our
gin. Misr Jane Melugin. Miss Mary Mrs. Herbert McCuiston of De- he returned a wonderful basket lin.
Upon immielan the guests,
Miss
Mary
Several
Williams,
students who entered last school term gone.
Frankfort.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Shipley, Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, troit, Mich., Mr. and Mrs. Max B. dinner was spread under the beau- Mrs. Shelton 7svps_griatly surprised
We are moving
accompanied by • Miss Dorothy week brought the 'Fatal enrollment
daughter, Geraldine, tiful shade trees on that green to learn thatdse-wati aleo-lavishedaleng_ Lae under the. direction of
Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Frank -Albert Hurt and
jacksdln Versailles. and Fred jack- of the school -tu approximately our
Sunday setimi 910. W. Z. Car:
fine teacher. Mr. R. L. Cooper.
Stubblefield, Robert James' Stub- Mn. Susan Hurt, Mr. and Mrs. lawn. lie was surprised and over- With as many- lilts as lira Dubson, Lexington, visited Miss Wil- 300. Class enrollments are:
Montle McCunton and sons, Ma- joyed with tears. The Rev. and
We have had three new stu- ter, superintendent. Pat Wear will
blefield and the hosts.
liams' mother, Mrs. Love Williams,
First grade, 24; second grade, dents,
Mrs. Outland came home with'him
con and Pat of Kirksey.
An attractive ice course waS
Misses R. H. and Virginia have charge of the warship proSunday and Monday. Tbsy came 34; .third grade, 18; fourth grade,
gram 9:30 to 9:43. A contest beAfternoon callers were Mr. and for dinner but little did he expect. served by the host assisted by
Paschall and Joe Paschall.
Mrs. Prank Albert Stubblefield
such a bountiful dinner for them. Misses Frances Wall Shelton and here from Chicago where they at- 25; fifth grade, 29; sixth grade,
tween the men and women begins
Mrs.
Less
Roes,
Miss
Mary
Louise
We
have
Eadertains Club
our grade earns for the
tended the Fair.
15; seventh grade, 34; eighth grade,
A string band entertained the Mary Brandon Shelton.
next Sunday and closes Oct. It
Sanders and Alford Lawrence Bill,
Ralph Holcomb and friend, Ledie 24; ninth grade, 34; tenth grade, first month. There are 13 entitled
guests with lots of good music
Pastor- will preach at 10:45 A.
Mrs. Frank Albert Stubblefield ington of Kirksey.
Those present were:
for the honor roll. They are alMay
of
Centralia,
17;
eleventh
Ill., arrived here
grade, 27: twelfth
M. and :7:30 P. M. next Sunday.
Every one enjoyed the music, and singing. Conversation and
entertained her bridge club ' on
Mrs. J H Churchill, Mrs. Robert Sunday for a
lowed
A's,
B's,
and
one
C.
We
visit with relatives grade, 18. Christian Endeavor at 8:45 Sunsinging, conversation and the de- games were enjoyed in the after- Jones, Miss Oneida
Wednesdey evening.
are hoping more of us can receive
- Wear, Mrs. and friends. Mrs. Holcomb and
noon.
day evening.
According to the new state school this honor
Mrs. Harry Sledd won high score licious meal.
John Farmer, Mrs. Max Churchill, son. J. Buddy,
next
month.
The
folwho have been visit- law all children from 7 to
Those present were:
prize, Mrs. A. J. Glenn won the
16 lowing compose the honor roll
Prayer meeting Wednesday night
Miss Jean Carr, Miss Candi& But- ing here for
the past two weeks, years of age - are required
Mr and airs. Walter Hamlin. terworth
travel prize, and Mrs. Melville Group Birthday Party
to at- for the first month:
at 7:30.
Jones,
Mrs.
Ronald and Mr. Holcomb and Mr. May reMr.
and Mrs. Ed Lovins, Mr. and Churnbill,
tend schpoL. If there are those.
Wall was given a guest prize.
Enjoyed At Almo
Miss Lois Farley, Miss turned to their home
Official
Board
meeting next
First grade: Lee Edwin Hopper,
Tuesday.
Mrs. Erwin McCuiston, Mr. and Modine Nicholas,
included in this age limit who
A lovely plate was served.
Monday night, Sept. 10, at 7:13
Mrs. Will Shen
Miss Nora McKee! of Paducah have not yet enrolled it wolild be Billie Max Paschall. and Lynn
Relatves and friends gathered Mrs. Sam McClure, Mrs. Pinner ton. Mrs. Herbert
Included were: •
Wall: Misses
o'clock in the pastor's study. Leavy
Crawford Wilkerson.
Mrs. Geo. Hart, Mrs.. A. J. Glenn. at the home of Mr. and Mrs. James. Lovins, Mr. and ...Mrs. Otis Lovins Mary Brandon and Frances Wall spent the week end with relatives ,wise for them to Start at once
Second grade: Harold Hopper elder and deacon • urged to be
so nhat they may not get behind
Mrs. Harry Broach, Miss nuzande keel at Alino _Sunday, .September and children, Wilma Jo and Jane, Shelton, Mrs. Dublin and Mrs. here.
present.
and 'Bill Redden.
,
Snook, Mrs. Wells Purdom, Mrs. 2, in honor of J. I. Linn, Christine "Uncle" Pink McCuiston, Lee Lov- Shelton.
Miss Mary Elizabeth Thurmond with their work.
"ALL ALWAYS' WELCOME".
Third grade: Charles Redden
Harry Sledd. Mrs. E. S. Diuguid Blakley Graham and Mary Nell ins. Mr. and Mrs. Harden Wye
is visiting
Some new playground equip- and Ida Mae
Miss Nora
• •
• •
McKeel,
E. B. Motley, Pastor
Hart.
and
children,
Keel's
birthday.
Eturline
Jr., Miss Margaret .Tandy, Mrs.
and Barbara Lieut.
Paducah. this week.
ment has already been installed
It. B. Miller's
Fourth grade: Calvin Spann.
Jean,
Mr.
and
A good dinner was spread and
Mrs. Guy Lovins.
R. R. Meloan, Miss Mary Virginia
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Caplinger and plans are being made for
Engagement Announced
Fifth
Grade:
Ruby Darnell,
Mr. and Mrs. Dock Boggess and
Diuguid, Miss Alice Outland, Mrs. every one enjoyed the day.
returned to Paducah Monday after more. Two softball courts have
Bronza Dell Clark -and Ira Nell
Ruby and Junior, the Rev. and
Those present were:
Fulton Farmer. Mrs. W. T. Sledd.
Mrs. Olga W. Winward at Brigh- a visit here.
been constructed for the boys Wilkerson
.
Small rich farm right close to
Mrs. Lucy Stone, Mrs. Tennie Mrs. Ed Outland, Mrs. Mellie ton. Man, announces the engageJr., Mrs. Clifford Melanin, arid
Mrs. Tom . Rowlett has returned and work begun on' one for the
Seventh grade: Dorothy Adams Murray at distress pease, port
Smotherm
an
Hargrove,
and
Mr.
and
daughter,
Mrs. Melville -Wall
Mrs..
from,
Marment
Walter
a
girls.
of
visit
her
Plans
to
daughter,
were
relatives in Misare made for addi- and Jean Odell • Beinburg.
tea
Miss Elaine
balance terms,
<a •
alnit
Blakley, Mr. and
guests.
Mrs. Keys jorie.
Martin, to Lieut. Robert B. Miller, sissippi.
Mr. and Mrs. Rowlett tion of tennis courts and pro
—Rettnekt Sue Wilkerson further out, on geedFbedt rise
.
e..
Blakley. Mr. and Mrs Ryan Gra•••••
are
at
SnAnny.
Mrs Lula Ellison Brown of Pa- U.
the home of Mrs. J. D. ably sand piles for the small chilMiss Martin attendabout 30 cents me the Misr
ham, Mr. and Mrs. Houston Miller ducah. Mr. and Mrs. William Lov- ed the Leland Powers School of Rowlett.
dren.
' Murray Woman's Club To
sees price. Small malt payment.
and baby. Mr. and Mid. J. I. Linn. -ins of Illinois, Miss Julia McCuis- the Theatre in Brookline. Lietatean.
Meet September 13th.
. Mica_ Mary Belle Jaggers of
'balance may termsMr. and Mrs. Ray Linn And son ton. Mr. an Mrs. Joe Dick Mc- ant Miller. a recent graduate of .Franklin,
Ky. has ,been the guest
Also have a few benne and lete
The opening meeting of the of .nieriton. Mr, and Xis. Raymond Nutt, Elmo Boggess, Pet Wrye, West Point, is the son of- Captain of relatives.
in Murray.
Murray Woman's Club will be 'Hargrove,
Patients admitted to the Wm in Murray at rest banish prima.Mr, and Mrs.
Bob Milburn and Mollie Wrye, Opal and Mrs. Robert Lake Miller, Li:
Mrs. W. S. Swiinn is confined
See W. H. Finney, Fled Bart.
held Thursday. September 11, at Hubbs and children.
Mason Hospital this week:
McClure, Corrine Thurman, Calista S. Millen, If. S. Miller, and a to her home on West Main
with .. Schnell opened Monday.- August
Bank Bldg.
Mr and Mrs. Bennie Spann. Cook, Anstie B. Ellison, Hoyt Mc- nephew of Mrs. C. R. Broach of
3:00 o'clock. The Alphas snit be
Leonard Spaulding, Paris, Tenn'
27, with a large crowd of patrons Mrs. G.
hosts and Mrs E S. Diuguid, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. James Keel and Clure. Prentice McCuiaton, Pert Murray.
A. Nance, Paris, Tenn.:
lUrr and Mrs. W. C. Farmer, -and pupils
attending the opening Charles Pace. Hardin, Ky.: James
will open her home for the oc- daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Linn, Parker, Trearnan McCuiston, Jahn
• • • • •
Mr: and Mrs. Aubrey Farmer and program.
Our
representative. M. Walker, Murray: Mrs. Freeman
Mr. and Mrs Clifton Riley, Mr. Pat Lovins, Cent Boyd, Freeman
casion.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lovett were little daughter, Miss Aleda, visit- Waylon Rayburn, delivered
an Redden, Murray; Mrs. H. C_ Smith.
Interesting programs have been and Mrs. Graham Cain of Detroit, McCuiston, Weis Cook, Roy Kin- hosts at a picnic supper Wednes- ed Mr. and Mrs. 0. A. Butter- interestin
g talk on education. The Murray.
ade and an attractive club book Mr. and Mrs. Tholes Graham, son, Lovell McClure. Lorene and day afternoon it the Wells Camp worth in Brookport and Mr. and program
was as follows:
Patients discharged from the Wm
In compliment to Mr and Mrs. Mrs Claud Crain in Metiopolis
lwm be ready for distribution. Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Greenfield Onvil McClure. ,
Devotional, Bro. Rudd.
Mason
Memorial Hospital this
.The guests left late in the after- Gordon Banks of Ft.
nout one hundred and twenty and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Horn=
Sunday
and Monday.
Wayne, Ind.
Reading. Halline Lassiter.
week:
)Tiembsrs are active in the four er - Geurin and daughter, Mr. and noon wishing. Mr. Ellison many
Miss
'Linda
young.
Birmingh
am,
Solo. Alga Jean Coursey.
Mrs. Ivan Jones and daughter, more happy birthdays.
Leonard Spaulding. Paris, Tenn.;
Trench silo construction has been Alabama was accompanied
-liepartments and a spiendid year
home • Reading, Margaret- Roberts.
Mrs. Tom Hurt, Mrs Grace Hurt
Mrs.' Joe Pitts, Sharon, Tenn.; Mrs.
' anticipated
demonstrated in four Lyon coun- In Miss Nelle Waggoner, who
will
All the teachers made a short Katie Downs. Model, Tenn.; Mrs.
of Paducah.
Wymin--Sheleen Weeding
ty communities.
Visit her for several days.
but interesting. talk.
Gus Hurt, Bill Linn of Detroit.
Dudley Duke, Sharon, Tenn; Mrs.
Thursday Evade,
Mrs. J. H. graack Is Mid
Calves being raised by Garrard • Miss Martha Lou Lassiter has
There were 116 students enroll- G. A.'Nance, Paris, Tenn.; C. W
L. C.• Linn, Invan Jackson, Glenn
At BrIdge-Tea
The marriage. of Miss St18811 county 4-H club boys are making neen employed to teach art in ed and each person is willing to Morton, Brandon,- Ky..
Greenfield of Akron, Gladys Linn,
Mrs
nonesboro
College. i Jonesboro, help make -Una one of the best
J. H. Branch gave a bridge- .Virginia Suiten Liza Linn, Ida Wyman and Robert Ernest Shel- good gains.
Arkansas. She left Friday to as- school years we have had.
tea Saturday afternoon) in compli- ,Brooks Alexandria, 'Paula Taylor, ton was solemnized at the home •
sume her position. She was driven
The boys met with Mr. Brown
ment to her- house guests. Mrs. literT Margaret Roberts. Dixie Joe of the Rev. Charles S. Gregston,
to Jonesboro by her father, Elbert and Mr. Jones and
y of Benton. 'Mary Lee Perry. 1247 North Thirteenth - -Street. Paorganized A
William naleCartt of Richmond.
Opening exercises of New ConLassiter.
and
cousins,
Misses Mary softball team. They played their
Afternoon visitors were: Mary du•eah, Thursday evening at six
Ky. and Miss Myrla Peck of
cord 'High School were held Augand
Laura
Lassiter.
first
game
o'clock.
of
the
Margaret
season
Miss
Stephenso
here
with
n,
Dorothy
Elsie
Ray
Arlington, Ky
Wyman,
ust 27 with Joe T Lovett as the
Mrs. Anna Mary spent last week Lynn Grove Friday and
lost with
At the conclusion of the game Joslin, Halline Lassiter. Anna Nell sister of the bride. and :George
principal speaker. Mr. Lovett
in Bowling Green visiting her a score' of 7-3. A game
Wilson
Phillips,
were
is
Mr.
achedthe attenaants.
and Mrs. Scudder
delightful
refreshments
were
Mrs. Shelton is the daughter of FOR SALka—good"'oak lumber, friend, Miss Venela Workman of ulna for next Friday witl Pleas- made a very interesting and inGalloway.
served.
structive address on the subject.
Murray.
ant
Valley.
Mr.
Tile
and Mrs. B. E. Wyman, of "rut to order".
boys ate taking.
See us for
Bridge guests were:
Education.
Miss Virginia Veal has been much interest in the
It:s not too early to prepare
Lowes. Ky. ,She is a graduate of
prices. Orders filled promptly.
game .and
Mrs. McCartt,. Mrs. -Wells 'Pur- Randolph Story Honored On
/The number enrolled as of SepLowes nigh school and a junior in
J. R. Scott & Sons, Murray, Ky., visiting her friend, EITirea Fran- having more practice and are exdom, Miss Peck; Mrs. Frank Albert
Tenth Birthday
your old hat for Fall now.
tember
4
is
ces
137
Shanks
with
of
Bowling
others
exGreen this pecting to win Friday.
the Mtray State College. Since
Route 1. '
tf
Stubblefield, Miss Margaret Tandy,
pected
to
week.
enroll
this
week.
Five Not only can we give you
Tle girls'under the supervision
Mrs. Festus Story entertained entering college she has been acMrs. fliarry Sledd, Miss Elizabeth
high school students enrolled who
PAINTING. Decorating and PaperMrs. Lucille Calhoon visited her of Miss Broach met and
at
tive
'her
in
home
Saturday
better workmanship but you
afternoon
dramatics
organ,
and
Kelly. Mrs. B. F. Scherffius, Mrs.
athletics. hanging.
attended other high schools last
Contract, hour or day. husband, Joe Calhoon at Eddy- ized two softball teams.
honoring her son's, Randolph, tenth She is a member of the Sock and
Plans
Franklin Spain.
will sa*:, money at these
J.
Karr. 908 West Main.
tf
birthdan,
Games and contests Buskin Club, captain of the winTea guests were:
lower
pre-season prices. We
were
the
ning
features
team
in
of
the afternoon.
intra-mural basket- FOR . RENT—two-room nirnished
Miss Cappie Beale. Miss Bettie
winning in the - - Contests ball. - and was .. secretary of the apartment on North 14th
guifantee to dean yonr hat
Beale, Miss Desiree 'Beale, Mrs. Those
street.
Mrs. E. D. Covington, 'College
F. E. Crawford, and Mrs. Jack were: R. L. Ellison, Margaret Graves County Club.
Per Mous attacks duo to traill- when as you want it.
Mr. Shelton, the son of Mr. and
Cole, Gene Cole. and R. L.
poem, themerstb remeltand into.
Addition.
Kennedy.
ltc
Gingles.
Mrs. E. J. Shelton of Nashville,
els
2001*-22M01012
The accurate compounding of prescriptions is a duty not to ber
lama It in pars" eeplebts mid
The honoree received many nice Tenn., is a senior at the Merray FOR SALT—large size sorghum
,Kentucky And Tennessee
beam
tetteskther rest.
taken lightly. Even the simplest of drues demand care, freshState College. He is a member mill fn best of condition. Hanzy
and useful gifts.
Reunion
"2hammed
*watt
Paschall. Hazel. Route One. 513p
-nem and expert handling., That's why you dill want the safeDelightful
refreshments
were of the varsity football team, was
Mr. T. L. Austin, of
ty and security of our able prescription service far all your doe- .
Miss Hada McCuiston of Nash- serted to the following thildren president of the Frsehman Class, READY
NC.
"There
Ms
Naas.
of12is
TO MAKE molasses for
and presiderit of the Sock and
ville. Teen, visited home folks in and guests:
tor's orders. It means fresh. precisely compounded preserve—
Mate MIL Sake R.for 11Wthe public. On the shares. Bring
mamma It dtd met tape it, es
Kezfrocky this week. There was
Richard Boggess, JiinmY Jones, Buskin Club. He was judged to your sorghum
:
Mena
fair
at
prices.
to mill at my
ow sad headache iliroukt par we eel
a great reunion at the home of Dorothy Neil Jones, Wilma Jane be the _blest male student in dra- home.
bminon. It is the quickest MO:ea_
Lee Rowlett.
.lip
he, parents. -Mn' and Mrs- Montle Jones._ Mary Elizabeth Jones. Asa- matics during the term -of 1953-.W.--refeelrefFeeit
McCuiston, Kirksey. on Sunday. bell Thomas, Margaret Cole, Jean 34. He is'a graduate of the Central. LOST—between Paris and Murray,
Theiteatirs BLACK-DRAUGHT
WALLPAPER
Purely Vegetable Leath%
September 2.
Cole, Meredith Story, Dorothy High School of Nashville. Tenn.
black hand grip containing toots
wnatailuor UK'Tin MVP*
Mr. and Mrs. Shelton win spend add instruments. Reward.
Those present were:
Workman, Joe Workman, R. Li
Compare Our
Bring
Mrs. Joe Thurman. Christine. Ellison, Ben Ellison. R. L Gingles, a few' days in Nashville and re- to Ledger Sz Times office.
Hp
Prices With
Aubrey. and Maurice Thurman. Marie Phillips. Randolph Story, turn to Murray for the fall term
LOST—tw
o
and
hogs
weighing
the
about
opening
Thqse of Anyof football trainC
Jtilda McCuiston. Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Story. Sarah Dell Story,
Calvin Thurman and daughter, Anna Gibbs. Mrs. Dixie Workman, ing period. Both will continue 200 lbs. each. one black and one
one Anywhere
red. Notify Shroat Bros.
Itc'
Wilma Jean. Jesse Johnson • and Betty Sue Workman, Mrs. John in school this year.
At
Your
Service
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Shelton and
'son. Charles Newton, all of Nash- Denid-son, and Mass Nona
jtY SAW DUST recentiks adnern
and- Mrs.limm•••
Wnrinan were Used for sale in
Ledger & Times
present at the wedding.
is sold out. W. H. Finney.
ltp
• • • • •
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TWO REGISTERED PI-IARMACIST
•
ON DUTY
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65c

r
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RYAN'S

Congratulations
To the Jones Drug Team
Sincerest congratulations to .teie entire Jones
Drug team on its victory in the second half. ,We
tried to beat 'ern but we couldn't.

••

The management of the Model Cleaners and anat.* players on the team heartily congratulate not
only James Drug but, also the Ziunburst team on
their ahansphonships. May the best team win in the
play-off sorima
EVERYONE'SHOULD ATTEND THE PLAY-OFF
GAMES. GOOD ENTERTAINMENT AND
HELP LIGHT THE SCHOOL FIELD

h I

;HT
T—

We
Ces

Murray DirLlleaored
Miss Martha Lou Lassiter left
Friday for Jonesboro, Arkansas, as
art instructor in Arkansas State
College.
Miss Lassiter is a graduate of
Murray High School and has spent
four years in Murray State College
SeTtere She received ifirr.-13. degree in June 1934. with a major
in art. She was outstanding in
stpdent activities, being president
of the Portfolio Club in 1933
and
social chairman in HIM.
She was chosen by the art department faculty US the mon outstanding student in art.
Her many (nen, here conipatutarte her on the honor, and
wish for a successful year.

FOUND—red, ring-necked hound,
owner may have same by identifying, paying board bill and this
ad. Johnnie Walker, half mile
North of Stella.
ltp
FOR SALE—'27 Ford Tudor, good
tries and clean: '27 Dodge sedan.
good tires: '30 Ford
touring;
Original tires. 15.900 miles: also
good buggy. Terry Lawrence. 2
miles North of Murray.
ltp
FOR SALE—nine room house, on
large not. 150x400 feet. in front
of residence of Dr., Rainey T.
Wells home. Good outbuildings.
Sec I. L. Barnett
ltp
WANTED AT
BARGAIN—some
good milling corn. L F. Thurmond.
ltc

/etude Reich Is Bride et
, FOR RENT—t-nlorn house, lights
Herbert Wells.
• 1 and water, bath. garage. garden.
Miss Tennie Knick and Herbert near college. $12.50 See Mrs.
Wells, both of Lincoln Park, Mich
May Ford, Lynn Grove.
were united in marriage at 11:00
apartment.
o'clock Thursday, Atigtist 23, at the FOR RENT-4-room
home of the Rev. Donald W. Riley. furnished or unfurnished. bath
pastor of Liacnirt Park_arirst Bap- and..garage. Mrs. S. Higgins. 722
West Main.
lie'
tist Church.
At tr g them were the bride's MAN WANTED—
for
Rawleigh
,
le, arid.1.. 'P. Harrison, Route of 800 families. Good
profalso of Lincoln Park.
its for hustlers. We train and
Talimeing the emitenony.-Mt. and' help' - you.
Write ,AninildiatetY.
Mrs. Wells earns! 'to the home of Rawleigh Co. Dept.
KYI-97-SA.
Mr WOW father, J Ti. Wilts, pis! nnsoen 111
lip

Money-Saving
Basement

sh Coal Co.

LOCATED UNDER GRAHAM &
JACKSON—

WILL BE READY TO-MAKE DELIVERIES OF THAT GOOD

Beech Creek Coal
September 13

Your money will buy more if you spend-it here,
because every purchase is a real bargain!

()N OR ABOUT

Every 50c spent with us entities the purchaser
to a chance to get a valuable prize to be given
away each SATURDAY AFTERNOON at 300
O'CLOCK until further noticx Purchaser or their
representative. must be present at drawing.

LOWEST PRICES
PHONE 16
Full'Weight
Prompt Delivery

FOR NEXT SATURDAY THE PRIZE WILL BE
A BRAND NEW $1.25 OVERALL
ONE 75c WORK SHIRT

wpm

Cash Coal Co.

EVERY RAY IS MONEY-SAVING
DAY IN RYAN'S BASEMENT
Aimmaginka

C. G. COBB, Manager
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THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENT
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only for health and physite! com.Chamber of Commerce Making
fort, but also foie the production
and marketing of foodstuffs and
- Survey of District Resources industri
al. commodities,
AS---the

OPENS SUNDAY AT THE CAPITOL

--East. better known as twenty (20).
Btosert's Greve and.Deldwater road from Hazel - Adams and others to
acres of land, being all of that part two
hundred and Seventy 1270) L. H. Pogue and others. Trustees.
of land deeded to M. L Chunn by
feet to a Sock; thence East two recorded in Deed Book 50," Page
headquarters for the Western Dark
T. M. Prince, all that land
that hundred and nineteen i219) ,feet; $1, Cellovrey. County Court Clerk's
Fired Tobacco Giowere A0110111_42;13
ties South of the Murray aria
thence
B. L. J. Month.
gress at Tts"-Ti-is seq.won allocat
t•tayrield -road, eagtatning -twenty seventy North two hundred and office.
and the home of tobacco factories.
12701 feet to the South
Secretary Murray ('harnber
for the purChise price-the oursufficient funds for the TVA to loose-leaf floors, exportin
,200
acres, more or less. Also 1 edge
g firms.
of the Murray and Mayfield chaser, roust execute bend with
•
of C-mnaserce
-proceed soon on the dam. Dr. eta. Murray is famous 'nationa
acre of land out of seine Qr. Sec.
lly
road;
thence west with the South approv&I egeuritiese bearing legal
Anticipating the construction of A. E. Morghte. TVA.,chairmari, in
and T. and R. described as "beginand internationally for the quality
edge qf the Murray and Mayfield interest front the day of sele unAurora Dam. a hue $45.000,000 an • -Aurora Dam' meeting here and
ning at the N. E. Corner of the
quantity of its tobacco. Plans
road two hundred and nineteen til paid, and hivingsthe force and
project, on the Tennessee River this summer assured this section
are already made for the opening
above 20 acres of land in the mid1219/ feet to the beginning cor- effect of a judgment-- Bidders will
new here"'the Mersey. Chamber that the dam sseluki be a part of of a nicotine
dle of the Murray and Mayfield
extraction plant near
ner. containing about one and one- be prepared to comply "brontptly
Commerce is maleinca survey the "integrated program" of the here
this fall that premises to
rood; thence S. fourteen (14)
of the resources of West Ken- TVA. furnishing employment for mean
rds.: third U 1-31 acres, as shown by with these terms -George S Reel
much to the...grower and
thence in an Eastern Direction deed of date Decembe
tucky and particularly of Murray thousands of 'persons,. providing
r 7, 1932, Master Commissioner.
dealer of tobacco.
Eleven and one-half ill%)
and Calloway
ounty.
nie;
fol- cheap power to .countless industCotton.
•
thence
corn,
N.
wheat
fourteen
lespedes
114/
a.
rdas thence
luvi,ng
general data has -been ries and eonsumers. reclaiming
W. eleven and one-half 411%1
fruit, berries. vegetables, watertabulated:
land and forests. imptcOving the
melons, hays pasture land-these
rds, to beginning, containing 1
Murray. Ky. is the county seat social conditions of the community. are
but a few of the agricultural
acre. Also a part of. the W. half
sir C.showay County. located
in and 'electrifying' the community assets of the community.
With a
of the S. E. Qr., Sec. 8, T. 2, R. 3
the "Purchase" region of south- .in general.
modern milk plant and up-to-date
East, that part of land - dogged to
Western Kentucky; just west 'of
Two state.shiateiran run from. marketing
deirsepg in
•
thunn by T. M. Prince Sept.
tt,n Toefnn:tsseee
tbe
R
yitiher 193T
ohewapo
s p2u89
1a1- east to west and from- north to Calloway County is perhaps
unex20th. 1888, and lies S. of Murray
city
South
intersecting
at Murray. celled by any other community in,
and Mayfield road and within the
Al the edge of the city is it Railroad. airport, and but facilities this
section.
"
following boundary. to-wit: BeginModem 4-year state teachers col- me, modern, and adequate. Cello• •
ning at a road at the Ns W.
es
with about 1000' students in way County has practies"' s...
Cor.
of the 20 acre tract above named;
e- Here are the principals in "The
'attenchthee per • .hemester.
-•.-- .
With heiaserism and no dietesekat
Great
La
Salle
&
Ce."--Za
sat
Pitts,
some moral atmosphere. wherein SUM Seaupervine. William
thence
S.
sixteen
populati
on of '-rollege Addi- 1 people are Anglo-Saxon in descent,
4161 rods to a
the
Tamers Gess-arena& whom the
-estate and law infractions are ex- comedy and 'mystery suspenseGaxton,
revolve In **THEIR BIG MODIBENT." new stake; thence -East thirty-three
tion" included. the, population of horne-owning• and
hozre-loving. Sterne's' 'Infrequ
ILK0414
410
Plcilate
coming
ent.
to
_Outside
t331___Aa
the
4s
ets
CAMITO
-to
--the • -tawn-steitt-briletv7een
L THEATRE SUNDAE and
•stakin- -thence- le:
TWO.
hiliaitele- -two "Murray
. Calloway County has MONDAY.
eight 481 rods to the middle of
and 5.000.
The censur of the senior high schools, a state teachseveral
towns
and
trading
points was recently voted the ...
Murray and Mayfield Road; thence
county in 1930 sowed 17. n62 per ers college. and an exemplary
beet in
which cooperate whole-heartedly the Fifth
W. with said road to beginning.
sons
Corps Area. A new 111111reounty school and health system
with the county seat: Hazel. Lynn age system
containing two and seventy-sixthi
and an excellent - water
Almost a • perfect. rectangle in assure•its citizens of careful attenGrove. Kirksey, Crossland, Harris supply assure
U 76-1000 acres, and being all of
the citizens of ea.
shape. Cal/sneer-Counts covers an tion to the health and education Gni:Ives
Providence. New Concord, collent sanitary
that part of land deeded to T. C.
conditions.
alma of 395 mile, or 252.000 acres. Phases- of lire here.
-Coltage
-Zrove
Circuit
at Boyds- Nix by T. J.
Penny. Alms, Stella. Coldwater.
The famous "ball" clay at Pot- ville,
Wright. Being the
flanked on the south be The-slate
August 26.
Calloway County and Murray Browns' Grove. Brandon's Mill,
same land by whieh the decedent
tertown in Calloway County and
of Tennessee; on the east by the are in a "key". position to the Backusb
Dresden
Circuit at "Grove Hill, derived
urg. and Newberg.
title frotS S. E. Hainline
the proximity of coal, oil. fluorTennessee River. on the north by whole of the United States-8 miles
September 1.
Murray State College. fully ac- spar. limeston
and wife. Ola Hairiline. by deed
e, phosphate. etc., are
- Marshall County. and on the west to Tennessee of the Sunny South. credited
Big Sandy Circuit at Baker's
by all the accrediting .As- ample assurance
dated October 24. 1918, recorded in
for the supply of Chapel, September
by Graves County,
`not far frprn
Virginia of the sociations of the nation, is a stan- mineral
2.
Deed Book 47, page 97. County
resources for industries,
Murray and Calloway County are East 50 miles from Missouri and dard
Puryear Circuit at Conyersville,
4-year liberal arts and teachClerk's office of Calloway County.
fortunate in that ,they are in the Arkansas to the West... * miles ers
September 8.
college. Its physical plant is
Kentucky.
heart of the area of the AURORA'S from Illinois and the industri
Let US Care for YOUR Car
McKenzi
e
Circuit
at
Seminar
valued
al
y,
at about $1.500.000. ExEXCEPT the following strip of
JAM. a $45.000.000 project: Includ- /forth.
Septemb
er
9.
penses for attending are very low.
ed- in the 'vast prouasn of the
Gleason_ Circuit 'at .Liberty, -Se'-. land:- Being a part of Sec. 8, T.
An equable climate makes Misr- Its- football team lam year was
People are very. !semi cutting
:R. 3 East ,and describel 'ai belennessee valley ••••uthoril
•
and Calloway Counts ideal not one of the six untied and unde- and curing tobacco. Some few tember 15.
Atwood Circuit at Pleasant Hill. ginning at a point where the south
feated teams in the nation and it will soon begin picking cotton.
PHONE 300
edge of the Murray and Maynelo
wop the S. I. A. A. championEveryone erljoyed the -nusical September 23,
Road
intersect
Southw
s
est Corner of
with
the edge of
Hazel Circuit at Masdn's Chapel,
eba
pitin
.
ghtp
team
of wto
hn
e entertainment given by Mr. and
the Brown's Grove and Coldwater
Zhh?'4:ZaYakia's dm
Septemb
Square
er
29.
Mrs. John Paschall in honor of
Murray Station,' ieptember 30. road for a beginning point; thence
Mid-South.
Murray
Francis Deering and his brothers
, Ky.
South
with
,
the 'East edge of the
Murray Circuit at Goshen. Octo
"The Birthplace sit Raclin" is the, Grover and James Deering. A
ber
6.
title of which Murray- citizens are large crowd attended and enjoyed
Piths Circuit at' Palestine. Octojustly proud -when-speaking of the dancing by Mr. Lampkins of
ber 7.the traditions of the City and near Jones' Mill. Tenn.. and, Mr
_ Alm° .Circktit,
The World ._.Xlie•nac of Coach of Hazels The music- -was" October
'Never so big a State Fair inJeers.
13.
this year lists Nathan- B. Stubble- well received and- was furnished
Neter so ritali3- (flings'to see norso
Hardin Circuit at Palestine. 'Ocfield. native of this county, as the by Mr. Nichoissof Jones Mill, Tal- many big, new attractions for your
tober 14..
inventor of radio. Other author- mage Jones of South Pleasant
entertainment. Let's all take it in
Kirksey Circuit at Coles Camp
itative books. incluidng "Famous Grove. Ray Paschall of Tennessee. I
Ground, October 20:
-meet our old friends, there, and
First !Acts". published by H. W. Mrybern Key of near crosaland.1
Manleyville Circuit at Manleyhuve a real, good, big time togethWilson and
Co.. ,have officially Mrs. Jackson and Mrs. Oinsn Pas- ville,
October 21.
er. Its Kentuelcy's Biggest Show.
credited this genies with the first chat'.
East Paris Circuit at Manley's
so, let's all go!
demonstration of broadcasting and
Elder, Robbins of Henry county Chapel,
October 21.
receiving Of. the human voice with- will beg,in a meeting within
the
Faxon Circuit at Faxon, Octobers
out wires. A monument was erect- next .few days near Ms Ricks
24.
ed on the Murray College cam- man's. He has held revivals
near
Dresden Station, October 28. 11
pus .in '1930 in honor of Stubble- Iv and has had good • audience
s A. hL
field who died March 2a, 1928.
and some- few professions.
.
Gleason
Stition. 9rtober 28,
So. "Everybody reads the Ledger, evening.
Murray's plans for the future
&
Terres
but not everybody _Sakes I Second Church
are many and varied: Application
and Oil' Hill at
has been made' by the Murray
Oak Hill. Novemtlar 4. evening.
Chamber ,of Commerce with Dr.
Parvin Jones is improving .after Paris. First Church. November
Morgan. TVA chairrnan. to make his long spell of sickness and has 4.-11:00 A. M. •
Murray
headquarters
for .• • the moved home from Murray where
McKenzie Station. November 11.
Aurora Dam on the Tennessee he hade his home for some time. evening.
River neat here
Severe) wellMaybern Key Of
0. C. Wrather,- P E.
'Taylor's
chosen industries and
factories Store visited in Paris. Tenn.. Sun-.
will be added soon, especially with day.
the advent of cheap power to be
J. R. Jones. John Paschall. L. W.
We wish to express our deepest
provided .. by the TVA. More and
Paschall. Thicker Paschall and thanks to the many
friends., and
better -'toads are being built each
Francis- Deering Were in Murray neighbors who were
-so thoughtful
year. The new 'municipal ai
n business Saturday.
and- sympathetic le deed and
•
w lIt
be „ improved
Schools,
Olen Sheridan and son. W. it, words during the illness and death
churches, factories, business and
professional establishments. etc.. were in Hazel on busness Satur- of our beloved husband, father,
and grandfather. J C. Broach.are being added and in1proved day.
Mr. Qlen Sheridan visite:ct his Mrs. J. C. Broach, children
each season.
andgrchile.
It is hoped that a Federal mark- daughter iiesi• Midway last week.
We dad a nice shower and late'
er can be secured for the Inventor
tobacco
and
corn looks fine.
of Radio. with perhaps the addiAs news' is short,, will write
tion of "S'-"tnimillcasting station.
Thes,Murray Chamber of Commerce more next time.-"Hilda".
4.the Rotary Club-the Yowig Bust•I mess MenS Club.- and the women's The demonstration orclaard of Dr.
clUbs, as well as many others. are E. M. Howard of Harlan county has
10-15
Calloway. Circuit Court
S constantly-. increasing . in metraier- 300 high-producing fruit trees. 1,660
strawberry plants and 2,200 'grape Hazel Adams seed -Husband Earl
ship and usefulness
The CCC
Adams; N. L. Cole who sues as
, camp on the outskirts of the city vines.
next friend of Crystal Scott. an
infant over fourteen years old.
and Crystal Scott, and tea Cole.'
'What's your favorite ice cream flavor/ h it strawberry chocol
Statutory` Guardian of
ate,
Crystal Aciatt,
neapolitan, butterscotch? No mat& what it is, we have
it.
There
is
Ptiintiffs
every flavor to choose from-all made into -brick or bulk-with
Ex Parte
the
Supplemental Judgment
finest cream and other ingredients obtainable. For
Calloway Circuit Court
a treat that will
Ey. virtue of a judgment and
Carl B. Kingins, Public Adminis- ordet of Mie
delight, get Your Favorite
s of the Calloway Cirtrator. et al.
cuit Court, rendered at the Atigust
Plaintiff. term thereof. 1934, in the above
Vs. Judgment
cause for the purpose of division
Algie Tidwell, et al. ,
of property and costs herein exDefendant pended. I shall proceed to offer
By virtue of a judgment and for sale at stile
eisert house door
nr(Terstlf-Elre Of-ffie--Calfo-reti-y Cir- in Murray. Kentuck
y, to the _highcuit Court, rendered at the August est bidder at public
auction, on
term thereof, 1934, in the above Monday. the
24th day of Septemcause for the purpose of payment ber. 1934. at 1 o'clock
or thereof debt and costs herein expended, about (same being
county- court
I shall proceed to offer for sale at day). upon a credit
of six months,
Growing.volume of businese transacted at the
.the court house door in Murray, the following describe
Bank of Murray has
d property,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder it being and lying
in Calloway Counmade it necessary to increase
:
nue staff and our customers will be
public,.
auction.
_
WI_
_Monday. _
gltd-Kentucky, -towits--24th day of September. 1934. at 1
to learn that in-the
-fittire
t
TWO WINDOWS will be operated
Aspart of the West half of the
each day
o'clock or thereabout 'same being S. E. Qt. of Sec.
IWO
INCORPORATED.
8, T. 2, R. 3
in the week and -THREE WINDOWS on Saturd
county court days upon a credit
ays. This will shorten
'Of six months, the following <Ie.._
your wait in-making your deposits and transacting other busines
s.
seresed 'Property, being and tying
in • Calloway County, Kentucky,
towit:
" We are extremely grateful for your patron
500 Beautiful
The South half of the Southwest
age and co-operation
half of the Northwest ••:). ' S. 18.
Airy RoomsWhichis
making the Bank of Murray.Ts•
grow stronger and stronger.
T 2 R 3. E. containing forty (40) BUSSES
Single&
LEAVE MURRAY TOacres more or less being the land Paducah
: I A. lif.„ 11 A. M.; 5 P. M.
deeded to L. E. Adams by V. S Hopkinsville:
7:45 A. M.; 2 P. M.,
Cobb and wife. September 30.
7:30 P. M.
1910. The said W. G stamb's deed Dawson Springs:
with Bath
7:45 A. M.; 2 P. M.
Every fine hotel advantage atmodercrte
was obtained from L. 'E. and S. .E. Mayfield
: 6 A. St. 11 A. M.:5P.M.
Adams November 18. 1910 and is Pattie
cost In the very heart of Louisville.
7:45 A. M.: 2 P. M.
recorded -7n Deed Book 35. Page ALL
BUSSES CROSS COLLEGE
SAMPLE ROOMS Ms°$4and M.
514 hr the office of Clerk Calloway
CAMPUS
County (ourt at Murray, Kentucky,
-For the purchase price the pur- Connections
to St. Louis. Chicago,
Lounge.
chaser mast execute bond with
Detroit, and Everywhere.
These new rooms as well as the famapproved securities, bearing legal
Interest from the day of sale un- Termina
ous RATHSKELLER are thoroughly
l at STITH and MAIN
til paid; and having the force and
AIR-CONDITIONED -always
effect Of a judgment. Bidders will
be prepared to comply promptl
y
with these ternis -George S Hart.
Master Commissioner
Murray Ky
Phone 156

a
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Paris DistrictFourth
Round Conference,

Inspect--icle*
Your Car REGULARLY
A few- minutes inspection in our shOp of
some little trouble in-air -aave you many
dollars in repairs later.

Old

Hazel Route One

Beamap's Garage

Wham )6 Say-Len 411 Go!

at. ituakamitiquat

Card of Thanks

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

IN LOUISVILLE . SEPTEMBER

Rich, Nourishing Ice Cream

Your Favorite Flavor!

I

_We A*e Pleased to Announce

Improved Service
Th -Waiting On Our Customers

COMMISSIONER'S
A LE

_

GOLDBLOOM ICE CREAM

1

is made of the purest ingredients in a spotless, clean plant
--Either in brick or bulk form from your nearest dealer.

TRAVEL BY BUS!

Tenth and Monroe

Paducah, Ky.

Convenient Schedule

DoubleWo
without Bath
Sin9le s200 Double*Yr

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION, WHICH INSURES ALL DEPOS- _
ITORS UP,TO $5,000.00

NEWLY OPENED-THE STABLES
Bavarian Bar and Cafe

BANK OF MURRAY
4011;',
.
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Senator Turner Describes Dream f
Aurora Dam and Benefit to This Area

PAGE SEVEN

,1984'

We collected front our local mem- bed necessary. This
bership

up from Pickwick Dam, but -it 4, water stage below the diun. All
will soon cov- Orr and other relatives.
tent one half mile North of the
In down stream just the same; Au- this if apwrostrnate.
13
.
money vied at last were er the hillside. Common, unclean'
, Mrs. Wolf Steely was a Satur- Key Store on State Line. •
rora would be 47 miles from PaThe value of Aurora is to back Silipported financially in our Activ- Led seed will_ do, anything,
cheep— tay
with her cousin Mrs.
At the meeting just
this
diiCah as the "river runs very" the water to Pickwick 193- miles' *es.
thousin that
'Agustin not necessary to have re-cleaned Mettle Farmer'and family.
steaight down that way.
and give at the least a 12-foot nav- Orstor a
I
.
seed. Even little bunches of the -Elder and Mrs. Robbins and chil- vicinity Sunday night, in. shall
Need Contrel To Be Angered igation depth. It will do away with
Aurora Dam. That is what we bauxite,
hay scattered about over the lulls dren were dinner guests Saturday ineptioned,that the Erwin. Parks,
maganese, flurospar, and
When *11 of this river is har- the necessity of four ..low naviga- tfashington,
call the lower or Northern Tennes- timber, all of which
and Robbins quartet
is found along nessed, Instead of being a men- tion dams.
11101.*°°6- will start the growth if the seed is of Mn, and Mrs. Floyd Taylor.
the Mr.
wressinan '
see River Power Darn. There is a the river and her
Sad. Gaiedeu ripe when cut.
gave.
tributaries.
Mrs. Ed
Morton of Taylor's andMrs. Eston Paschall
ace, to the people in times of high
It will bring the entire connected
point. near Lapp's Ferry called
ni‘isnmataer
work
Allot you know of, and probably water which
Now is the- time for the hill land Store underwent an operation at some special. songs which were
so frequently de- unit 200 mina north of the nearAurora. Therns a store and the many of you
owners to benefit if he will get the Clini-Hospital Saturday and enjoyed by the audience. In fact
own lanciewith some stroys all the crops in-the valley. est unit—Wilson
Dam.
It will
boat landing at Eggners which is of these useful
It seemed like old times the way
busy: and the West side farmers is reported as doing nicely,
things that God The highlands will be brought back make a lake
of
acres.
173,000
It
"Senator
,
,
Barkley
called Aurora, and the opposite Almighty has put
beipg abroad in should clear the fence rows and
in these hills and to cultivation, grazing and growth will have a shore
Mrs. Ellis Paschall underwent an the audience took pars in song serline
of
1.500
miles.some foreign land, but when he wild
landing on the Trigg county sicle is valleys and
thickets, Make your places operation for appendicitis Sunday eieeS, although the seat had no
put it in the mind of of timber so that those now -living It wijj be the largest
artificial body ewe back. in October, he
called East Aurora. But the mean- our great President to
more attractive if you want to sell night at the Clinic-Hospital and
put this In the valley will have an opportu- of water in the world. It will be
the fight. This spring during the or keep
'Ina of the word "Aurora," a bril- .great project in operation.
up with this great progress was doing fine • at -this writing,
Do
nity to go to the highlands and the largest body of water in the last Congress Gregory
and Brown- No wild speculation but real growth
liant. at night; in northern lati- appreciate it, will we all do
our live and be in close range of the United States intends.- It will be •
list with fever.
ing have been on the job and hitudes -.4.,aurora borealis or nor- part to bring it about?
is what is desired.
.
will begin- a re=
induktrial centers so that employ- sportsman's parictile. The fish and died it so well it was
not naceonry
thern lights;Ini„thqjoutharn lati- 'God in His wisdom made this
viva]. 'next Sunday night at ,the
ment will be muted along _with. game will- gieui groat way toward - Is have the Istract-iniut_10Sashing• - —T. 0. TURNER.
tudes called • aurora. australis or great river available to the
use of their farming, and during the sea- feeding the people.
ton
and
saved us that nosey
southern lights—the glow of early the corning generations, in the upson of the year when crops are
It will attract throngs of people was from voluntary efts of our
dawn.
heavals of ancient times raised the harvested there will be factory
boating,
to
the
fishing
hunting.
and
members and in many cases was
We would think of this 'grime source of this great river 2,500 feet
work for the people to earn money • 'Cheap Electrical' Appliances
Ward to get.
project as the dawn of this lower'''sloove its mouth at Paducah.
for a livelikuod.
Elder Robbins of henry county
Browning left Washington about
The Authority proposes, to have
Tennessee Valley and this section.
-14erria
2,50 Feet High
There will be all the mpdena manufactured home equipment and May first to make the race for the closed a two weeks revival SunIt is our opportunity to get an inAt the Norris Dam on Clinch equipment in each liome
in the sell an electric refrigerator for not United States Senate in Tennessee day night at the tent near the
dustrial center here to create cheap
River a darn' is being constructed country on account of eliniap power.
over $90.00; stove not - over ,_$79.,911.
„ and left the burden -en Gregory. baseball diamond. Though only a
_every purpose. Po260 feet high whitti.does not over- The Verineitieelliier jower when
r W. S. Swarm and others of the -few conversions, the deep spiritual
washing machine not over $25.00;
.To
k up this section with all flow very
valuable bakds as it
conipleted will alone furnish about churn not over $10.00. This power Association-went up to Washington sermons were inspirational and we
the great development of the Ten- through
mountains and ih•-compar- one-fourth of the power that is an- will put water
in your house. These the
gave Gregory believe this meeting- will help the
nelee., Valley improvement, which atively narrow,
and at other-It!** ticipated to be used in 1960 by the things will be sold on monthly
help
some Pleasant -Grove meeting which
will unite in one great power cur- similar conditions
exist.
United =States people.
statements—power and all not Over time after Congress adjourned ar- will commence the fifth Sunday
rent from eight dams on the TenThe Joe Wheeler Dam is only le
•
s project is to include ,first of $7.00 or $8.00. What a hope for the ranging for an arbitration by the In September at 11 A. M. Walter
nessee River and tributaries.
miles up stream from the Wilson
ve,n-point program which is re- young people of today to live for. War Department of the private in- licitly, who spent many of his boyImmense wateriness
Dam, which is at Muscle Slsoalgi forests
hood years in this vicinity will
.
, converting marginal They willcome back home to work terest which is in our way.
Let us look briefly at the water- The dam is 100 feet high, but op acassist the pastor, Bro. W. A.
lands, restoring the Ohio and Mis- in the factories and live -with their
Hearing To Be Held Soon
shed of the Tennessee River. The count of the great fall of tbe river
\N.
\
sissippi valley bottom lands to a loved ones—to their native land. • ' Now the necessity for Gregory to Baker.
valley of the Tennessee consists of there tke pondage is hardly 15
At jast Sunday morning's service
great farming area try preventing
I cannot .hope to live to enjoy come to Kentucky and the vacation
about 26,000,000 acres, in seven miles long.
the great floods, flond control, nav- this great progress which will grow of the President and the adjourn- here Bro. Baker admonished the
states, 880 miles in its meanderThen we drop down to Pickwick igation, cheaper transpeotation for and grow, but to have part in bring- ment of Congress puts off the hear- importance of faithfulness to the
.\
ings from the source of tributaries Landing, which is 240 miles
from heavy and slow-moving - feright, ing it about is the delight of my ing until probably the last of Aug- end, for which the reward is a
•.
to the Ohio at Paducah. but to look the mouth at Paducah,
where the power, industrial decentralization. life, and to see the young people ur'. - Senator Barkley will be back crown of life.
aside to every useful tributary of Authority is now at work on a'dam
Bro. Gene Erwin, who has spent
Soar* of 'Fertiliser
catch the vision and know they and Mr. Gregory who has been in
allstreluns,. there would be 2,-.
400 with the we/ clear. This Pickwick
South will
This great power plant will give .will carry on is an inspiration.
a position -and is rnor4e fie-11111er
miles. of it. ,
Dam is as the river runs 66 milei a new source of great fertilizer
There is a' menate to this pro- with the arbitration proceedings is preach here Sunday marning. Bro.
Twolnillion People live in the below Muscle Shoals, but as a bird production of nitrogen from the
gress,. not much to effect it perma- back. So progress should be made Erwin is well known in *his vivalley proper now, but ten or would fly, about 35 miles. This
air, and production of phosphates nently but to retard quick pro- now, and we hope to see real -ac- cinity. having lived many years
twelve million will be attracted darn will make navigation !exigible
from the land.
gress. It Is this: The United States tivity in the clearing of lands and in this community.
and benefitted very particularly to Muscle Shoals or Wilson Dare.
The Aurora Dam will be at the engineers have ter . years envis- locating the place for the dam:
A good revival recently closed
with this improvement.
The Aurora Dam, .11 put at the top 352 feet above sea level, the ioned this great program, and at
If I livc. 20 years I expect to see at Old Lebanon church.
Bro.
The government is now looking lower site at Highland, will be as water level below the dam will be the
beginning of the World War a Change in this section that would Smith is the pastor.
for the clay deposits and iron, coal, the river runs 193 mike
311 feet above sea level, making when preparedness teas necessary make us think of a great dream.
Mrs. Mettle Phillips, wicless of
limestone, phosphate, zinc. lead, north, or as the map is would be the dam 41 feet above the 12-foot
President Wilson looked - ..ii- giilaco A great industrial center in this the late Ed Phillips of near Taycoantry, a wonderful valley to be- lor's
to _generate _Pi..--fric.1 „energy
lost a barn .of tobacquietest way. The Teimessee-.-.WII3 '-transformed into a great agrtcul: co by fire last- week.,--Eittri -et:dee-4 EVERYONE enjoys
at once looked upon as the greatest tural section free from bad over- who with his family 'live with
%tearable things. And everyone is
one or two of the Deicer items, for this
place to develop hydro. electric flows. except near the Ohio, and Mrs. Phillips, owned part of the
Fall's wear. But what a splendid plan
Power. Muscle Shoals or the Wil- that will not be so bad when the tobacCo.
let
seine se last year's things aid in making a complete
son Dam as it is called, was erected waters of the Tennessee are held
Mr. and M.ra Leon Phillips and
wardrobe. The new styles are net Ao radical . . .
and lay dormant on account of jeal- back: and all the ridge lands in family returned, to Detroit last
1833's clothes will de very well, if made clean aud
ousy of some sections of the Un- this section of Kentucky and Ten- week. They;nita kr return to their
here and enjoy a Wardited States, and Tor.lack of sympa- nessee cleared, and all the gulleys farm here
robe
size at small cost. Fall Hat (leaning?
Yes Sir! Re-blocked, Too, Factory
thy for the South; net when Frank- stopped with, Korean and other
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Story
1'1
lin D. Roosevelt came to the White clovers and grasses grOwing every- of Almo were
week end visitors
House, and with his love for all where, no more thorn thickets and with the
Mr. and
sections alike for all the great peo- Wild growth, with, only useful Mrs. Jim Wrather,
who had a
ples of our country,- he
trees for shade and timber will be number of
Visitors last
week,
make alive this great program. allowed to grow.,
among whom were Mn, and Mrs.
Visualise the Picture!
.„, TVA To Control Valley
Yandel Wrather of Eubank, Ky.
Can you visualize this picture
He appointed the TVA, gave
•
Mr. and
Mrs. Crawford
Orr
Many real bargains are offered in Fall and Winter merchandise ...
tbem plenty of money to'Mart, gave with every knob or hill with mod- have returned to their home'in the
at the present time if bought would have to sell muds higher.
home' good__grazing,
PHONE 449
"THE HOUSE OF SERVICE"
-them eenteel--et-the- T..-........„ Vide
after-- -spending-VRC.S.LiORIcy with all its watershed, but they of dairy cows, poultry and every- with parents„ Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Blankets, Heavy Winter and Fall Union Suits, Heavy Work Clothes,
were created in 1933. opened an thing to make life easy, and with
fan Shoes, Woolen, Silks, everything
w•ear'--24arge stocks that must
office in Knoxville in Augustlart, Plenty of Work for everyone..
be reduced to one building. Now Is the Time to Save.!
Why not start now to clearing
and have made war-time progress
these hills, stepping gulleys and
with
the
Norris
Dam
and
three
My prices are reduced on seasonable merchandise that will save
others, the last activties at Fick- make your waste lands attractive
much more than the cost of sales tax.
wick; but some engineers who had to the new-corners. A little effort
worked in he Tennessee • Valley dfi-your 'part now while you have
I
exchange merchandise for
Eggs, small catduring the hist 20 years decided idle time will be very profitable.
tle, Hay and many other things probably you have to dispose of to get
Don't destroy straight, useful
not to wait for the government and
clothing for winter or to pay an accgunt if you owe me.
to promote at private program by kinds of bushes, only trim them
taking from the government's files up. leave plenty of them standing.
Two Basement Storerooms for Rent. Will Remodel to
Next' February or early in March
and adding some maps and blue
prints of their -own they could sow Korean seed on the top of the
make a lot of money for them- hills on the hard ground—no seed
selves.
Some of these gentlemen were
in and out of Murray for the last
four years, had our sympathy and
help; they secured leases, temporThat dread disease of the hot
ary permit from the War Depart-'
summer months need no longer
ment to build the Aurora Dam bebe a cause for worry. _ Cross
fore Roosevelt was President. It Salve that for almost a third of
a
century has been overcoming
developed that these people have
the most obdurate 'human sores
not interested moneyed interests to
has been proven equally effecbuild- this plant, and in. the meantive in similar animal ailments.
time the TVA was organized and
A liberal application of Crosa
Salve applied to the infected
given full control except -for the
eye causea all inflaination to
shadow that hangs over now from
disappear In 24 to 7Z 130.Urs--Te- thlii - temporary -- pTrlielU----Bia"- for
sTOres perfectly normal sight often when it appeared that vision
that We would now be at work on
has- been permanently destroy'
the project in some wa_y as they are
-ed. Try it en
at other points in the upper valley. stock may have—on sores,
, infections, or sprains; it is sold
Organization Backs TVA
under an honest guarantee to
We have an organization over the
give absolute satisfaction or
seven states of the valley
your money refunded. 30c and
with
50c
at all dealers. The Cross
headquarters at Nashville. known
Salve
as the Tennessee Valley Improve- tucky. Co., Inc., Marion, Kenment Association, organized sixteen months ago„ of which I am a
director. I have attended ninny
meetings, but found that they were
too general and that the five big
dams up the river were of more
concern to them than our project
down here. So I got permission to
-organize the Northern Tennessee
River
Improvement Association.
Once you have cooked electrically,
This we did last fall, with mainIrons -about -forty
yoall wonder how you ever got along
in Northern Tennessee, Kentucky
and Southern Illinois.
T
.Jefore.
First,
will realize how
We at once contacted the TVA at
Knoxville and found them very
much time it saves you — automatic
stay
busy and intereated, but with a
you're at
time and temperature controls free you
good job closer by and feeling their
way and willing to wait until
BRIGHTEST SPOT
front hours of oven watching. Then,
to get attiVe ofi- Aurora; 'hit we
made many trips to Knoxville with
too, you'll appreciate its spotless clean- our new orgentlidInn and to
ington three times.
_liness and absolute certainty. When
Local Chaos Advocate Aurora
Headlining
attended meetings at Florence.
the electric bill,comes you'll be
Ala., Nashville, Chattanooga, and to
Manager
Knoxville five times. It looked
amazed at how little if actually costs
like we would never get their ears.
Inalild
eve draOrit -

visitor

We
btgh-powure4,.eoaetman
tar lobbyiat ti you
to Mis

closed-In
and
sae

Browning,-IO
lost fill in Waithingten diving the
recess of Congress.
joined us

in

-ww

''backs.
Mrs. Leonard Paschall is on the
sick
Read the Classified Coltman.

Tuesday AElder Robbins

which

S. Pleasant Grove

Dam

•

is

last of 'June and
and he stayed there

ii-,-

Get,Ready For a Smart
Fall With CLEANED

Clothes

p of
Lany

many years in the

OF

How's Your
Wardrobe?

below or

Store,

TURNER'S CONSOLIDATION SALE

fresh looktesg. Bring them
of doable

next ageing.

TIME EXTENDED

I will continue with reduced prices on seasonable merchandise until I can handle in one building.

-having—it eiris full of sioart.
going to try to
ft b to

buy at least

BOONE

latter's parents.

proceeded

to

I

Methods.

CLEANERS

.ern

yob

will

Produce, Hams,

WOULDN'T TRADE

Suit.

YOUR ELECTRIC LIGHT

T.0.Turner's Store

PINK EYE!

FOR THIS

Neither wouldyou go back to an old-fashioned
stove after ..

any wound you,

the s
like
et •
..to'311
vrce
THE

—

ing

DROWN

;
I

CHICAGO

HOTEL

tAt otica9aix

Really, now, don't you think it's worth an
extra half-dollar or so to
at the Brown?
To know
the leading_hotel, to have
the warm glow of satisfaction that_coines with
perfect service and perfect food, in kperfect
setting? .....-...... Yes, you will
notice the difference and you'll love it!
Hassid E. Flirter,

later

coneo.
BUDDY
4,4 OGERS

Radio & Refrigerator
Service,.

you

HOME OF CHICAGO'S'

Inn

Ittve/ers stafo

4ti\7"

•

CALIFORN IA CAVALIERS

1700 ROWS

Westhighouse-Hotpoint
General Electric
A.low as $9250

—about a penny per person per meal
on the average. Investigate today.

14 months to pay on our
oaay

Club

plan'ifdostrod

r

WITH BATH

LOUI
SVILLE
Slagle Reams, WOO to
ism
Dosltseas,"Satla $8.00

4.1
"

,R,Cato issaii**"
1 11

AT RILEY RADIO CO. EVERY
WEDNESDAY

,

—PHONE 107—

W. H. GARTER
DIAitNOSTRICIAThi

.4K FAvis 50
DRIVE
C COr right
Into the liotal

Ash us or see your dealer

Kentucky -Tennessee
Lsgst* and Power Company

HOTEL

SHERMAN
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Coach I Preston Holland. T. Sledd.
Jr., and Dick ilidewell refirned
Saierdety from Chicago. where they
witnessed the football game Friday
night between the All-Sters and
the Chicago Bears professional
team.

Showing at the Capitol
Tuesday-Wednesday

sister,
visited her parents. Mr. and Mrs
Win
"
her week
MrsHerbert visited
Dunk* last
Bud Taylor Sunday.
A.. Ilse a street wiar bale
WillB. Bomar. who has been
of splendid quality and style. Mrs. visiting
his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
M. Walker, KYaa'e StareC. B. 'Bomar for the last ttu-ee
Mrs. Norval Short was able to weeks, left
Wednesday' for Chicaleave the Keys-Houston Hospital go where
.,,,s1dr. and Mrs
he will visit his sister,
Percy Glasgirs- 11C.0.11C 3- ~Ms, thea-Mber
rooms:
Mr. stMl Mee Gordon W. Bank*
Tuesday
after recovering from an Mrs M. M.
2/sleigh. North Carolin& are here and qA•hity _Isf outbuildings; 4„ 1-2 and son. Gordon Rainey,
Duke and also attend
Fort
appen diettila operation.
the Century of Progress. He will
-to spend their vacation with Mr., egarainof land. Will sell an terms. Wayne, Indiana. arrived
Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Allen of go from
inisiagesv's parents. Mr...am:Lair& -Farn-nr & Rhode;.
there to Detroit. where
for a visit with • relatives and
East Alton. lit, Mr. and
Mrs. he has been employen for the last
I. G. Glasgow, on huller avenue.
Mr and Mrs Lewis Beaman and friends. They are at the home of
Chas.
Sweatt
of
Buchanan
,
Teen_
William Whitnell. St. Lien& Is
seven months.
family have returned from 2 visit Mrs Banks' sister, Mrs Joe T.
and Misses Mary Sue Dunn and
here visiting his father. W. a:
FOR SALE-Ile-awe taria, Mile
to The Century of Proganen Than Lovett. and family. Mr. - Banks
Katherin
e
Simpson
of
Paris
were ands half south of lists Cottage.
WI:Innen. and sisters and brothers.
With Calloway county's most beautiful girls comalso visited in Indianapolis. De- will. return to Fort Wayne the
Sunday
visitors
with
J. B. Brown • 11-room reddeadoe sad sea
He will be joined later by MratourAron. and other cities of that sec- latter part of this week while Mrs.
and
wife
peting
on
for the coveted honor of going to the KenMaple street.
Whitnell
room house, 24 Wes el fine Um.
• and they will also visit tion. Mrs. Dora Ward returned Bank; and son will remain for a
Mr. and Mrs Charles Brown and
her parents. Mr. and • Mrs. Will.
tucky State Fair as "Miss Calloway
ber. All outbuildings necessary.
County."
to her home in Chicago with them longer visit
Slaughter.
Bettye Jo, have return- Will sell or
Starks
trade-Farmer &
Come early so you can get a seat and see your favafter visiting them here and other
FOR SALE-House on South 41.k
ed to their home in Paduetin after
Rhodes.
Remember we led the way ip relatives.
street. six rooms. on paved street
•spending a week in Chicago atorite! Competent judges have been selected for
reducing coal prices in Murray.
Mrs. C. H. Curd. Holly Springs,
Mrs W. H. Graver; was operated Win sell on good terme-Farmer &
tending a Century of Progress
the
nomination!
hoe our display ad on page fear. on at the Meson Hospital this
Mississipp
i.
will
return to her
-.
Exposition_
Past Rheims
allnenie Consumers Coal AL- Ice Co. week end is making a good reMiss 'Katherine Brian will re- home the latter part of this week
Mr.. and Mrs. Cull Phillips.
Misr Dune links left Sanday for sovery
after
a visit here, with relatives
turn to her home near - Murray
Kansas City, Missouri:- arrived
Model. Tenn... where she will enter
She will be acnext Wednesday from Blytheville. and friends.
Boyce Trevathan and family re- Saturday for a visit with relahigh school this fall Miss Hicks
Ark. She has been visiting Mr. companied by Miss Jessie Sherturned to their home in Detroit tives and friends. They motored
has been employed in the office
and Mrs.• Herbert Brian. She will man. who wit. _ teach in Holly
Sunday after spending a week here through in one 'day. Mr. Phillips
sif Dr. L. D. Hale
Jean Harlow an:* Franchot Terse be accompwi
Wings this year.
with relatives and friends. They is an attorney for the department
llan
by John
sin "Thitirl_From Missouri" Blinn who will -home
Mrs. Claud Luter is able La be
Mr. and Mrs. William elcCarrett have been -living in Detroit the of the Interior.
With CARY GRANT, Frances Drake, Edward Everett
stay with his
WI Richmond.. ley_ were the week peel. fetartmit - month&
grand parents, Mr. and Mew •T. J. back at her home again after aT. D. iliumPhrees. Cadiz, spent
Horton
,
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
•
Poole are ie.Chicago this week at- Brinn, and attend the college berg, recent 'operation at the ClinicAtm. 1....a._latitterWerriti ..and the week end here with frienns.
Hospital.
'Branch- -Conege Analti3a=a
Met-Tammy Atkins is improvHumphreys
resided
here tending-a- Century of Progress.
children, Eagan. Tenn_ arrived Fri- Mr.
Buel Jetton. son of Mr and
Prof. C. P. Poole has just con- ing nicely since her major operaMr. and Mrs. George S. Hart and
day and are at the home of Mrs several years while connected with
Mrs. H. W. Jetton_ is improving at
little daughter, Lockte Fay, will at,
Butterworth's parents...- Mr. and the -state highway department. He cluded a series of revival meet- tion.
the Keys-Houston Hospital where
FOR SALE-10-room house on tend the `State Bankers ConvenMes. J. G. Glasgow in College Ad- has been in C. C. C. work for the ings at Nashville. Bradyville, and
he underwent an operation reOlive.. Will trade or sell on good tion and the Kentucky State Fair
•
dition. Dr. Butterworth is expect- past.. year and was promoted on West Moreland. Tenn.
cently '•
in Louisville next week.
Mr. and .Mrs. J. A. Creekrnur,' terms-Farmer as Rhode*.
ed twin in about six weeks to take- June I to senior engineer in the
Mrs. J. C. Kirby. and Miss Myra
Mr. and Mrs. Kirk Pool returned
H. T. Waldrop plans to exhibit
Mrs. Ruhy Lawrence. Chicago. his -place on the staff of the Keys- Cadiz camp.
Creekmur , have
visited her sisters. Mrs. H. E. Houston clinic hospital. in which
been
visiting Sunday from a week's trip to the a bale of lespedeza Serecia Hay
Mrs. it Calvin Smith was adBrodus Creekinur who is stationed
Mr. and Mrs. Perntice Parker at the Kentucky State Fair next
Jenkins and Miss Virginia Bur- he became interested last spring. mitted
to the Wm. Mason Hospital
"
SAGE
week. Mr. Waldrop and a party
rows last week end. She was acRemember we led the way in this week for surgery and is re- at Maxwell Field, Montgomery. Wend Fair in Chicago.
Alabama.
left last week for a two weeks of friends will leave for Louisville
coMpanied by Ed Bedig. Chtc.ago. reducing coal prices in Murray.
ported as improving nicely.
A RIP-ROARING WESTERN
...
Mr.. and Mrs. J. H: Churchill. See our display ad on page four.
J. C Kirby has returned from visit with Mrs. Parker's parents in Sunday.
Miss Etna Baker who has been
Pie
supper
Syracuse,
Mr. and Mrs Max Churchill Mid Murray Consumers Coal &
at
.
Kirksey
N.
High
Y.
They ----tee also
Ice Ce. spending the summer with her Bowling Green. Ky.. where he at.visiting in New York City while School, benefit of school, SaturRalph
Churchill have returned
Mrs ,
PesehalL Route 4. parents. Judge and Sirs. W. W. tended the funeral of his aunt,
day night. September 15,
away. born a several days visit to-ertto
opin at the Baiter. has returned to Live Oak. Mrs. Joe Kirby.
Mrs. Walter
Mrs. Lena Watkins awl daughnage, and
Jones, Paducah',"
Freeport Ill.
Geo. Butterworth and Talmage
Me KesssHoustort Hospital Saturday Fla. where she will teach
again
ter, Irene, returned Friday from a visited her sister. Mn. At H. Vella
Churchill went after a new hearsenig t
Erwin
of
Detroit.
arrieell
Thursthis year
cox.
Murray. returned Friday .from
and ale() enjoyed a tour and a
three weeks visit with relatives
Miss Mealus Swarm left MooRemember we led the way 15 day aZI spend the remainder 'of
a visit to their aunt, Mrs. A. B.
in Centralia, Monis.
•
to the Centurn, of Progress. day for Jonesboro, Arkansas where
reducing coal prices in Murray. the week with home folks. They
Remember we led the way in Cochran ind „cousin. Mrs- Harry
FOR SALK,--Tsve bourse and she is employed in the Arkansas
See our display ad on page four. were accompanied home by Mrs.
lots between ith streets; Agit -State College. Jonesbor
Chickasha.
reducing coal prices in Murray. Phillips,
Oklahoma.
o
Murray Consumers Coal & tee Co. Erwin and little son. Dan.
• aerfna the Haael
highway; one
Miss Neva Grey Ward remains See our display ad en page four. They also visited several other
Coach aid Mrs. Roy Stewart.
Mrs. C P Poole and Morgan
t
ill at the home of her parents. Murray Consumers Coal• ice Co. points in that state.
hers.
Waiter
Jones.
Paducah,
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Ward, on South
Harry E. Heath, of. The Ledger
visited her sister. Mrs. R. H. WilTenth street
& Times news and advertising
cox. West Main Magee and her
40
1
ilin
Miss Modelle
v.
Hendrick. who staff, is -spending this week in mother.
iiiit
ro
liliklp
Mrs. R. Linn. at Locust
•
has been visiting
relatives in Chicago attending the Fair.
Grove this week.
a
Miss Pattie ilarnett, Paducah.
-fix the Past tilialltk; reT. C. Wilcox. Nashville, Tenn.,
turned to her harm on WV spent- the week end with her fathand sister, Miss Eppie Wilcox,
0
Ile
‘
er I. L Barnett, returning to PaPoplarsnaneet last Tuesday.
Murray. returned Friday from a
FOR SALE-100-acre farm, 2 1-2 ducah Tuesday morning.
visit to their • aunt. Mrs. A. B.
0% 1
Mr. and Mrs! Exie Adams and
miles west of Murray. Laid km
OS
Cochran and cousin. Mrs. Harry
I
all been limed. Good crops tad, a Quincy Adams of Chicago visited
Phillips,
Chickaaha.
Se° 0
Oklahoma.
%9'
nice 6-room house, hen houses,two their mother. Mrs. Burgess ParThey also visited several other
1"
stock barns and two big totriesie ker. Sr.. and Mr. Parker, Olive
s
e
points in that state.
teet‘ a_ 0a.
,s
barns, well fenced. Will sell Or street. Labor day.
Dr. E. M. Smith removes Bun\
iV,
Dr.
and
trade on good terms--Farmer &
Mrs. 0. C. Wells had
ions, corns and Ingrowing Toeas guests last week, Mr. .and
Rhodes.
nails. Leave calls with Rise Dunn,
Ralph Shell, son of Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Ray and son, James see or phone. Also see him
"tiN I NS
on the
Brelsford
of
Cincinnat
i,
Ohio,
Ur.
hire Dick Shell had her - tonsils
streets. Thursday or Saturday. and
Mrs.
F.
R.
Marshall
and
removed at the Clinic Hospital
sons,
Mee William Whitnell. who_strith
Akeere-Ohios--Hassell -enema -Di&
Thesdan.
• Whitnell, has returned to
Doo
e * ‘0.
iron.
Mich..
00
Mrs.
N.
W.
Oliver and Murray to
Mr. and Mrs. 0. fa Perdue arsd
make their home, has
daughter of Padueata spent Latex son. Don Wallace, Paris. Tonna and been named to a position
sov
ioe
io
os
in the
Mr. and Res. Dale Godwin of
Day visiting relatives hero.
Bank of Murray. The
s9
has
Tampa. Florida.
Miss Marguerite
Willard has
, Judge T. R. Jones - a spendien. a announced that hereafter it will
ia
°Mere& rtratrghtin's -Bustnters
operate--two--reeetving and paying
two weeks vacation in and near
lege at Paducah.
windows eaeh day and Saturdays
al
*.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Florida of Centerville, Tenn.
will have three windows open for
•
.
John
Tidwell.
of Farmington, is the convenience of its customers
Multreeeboro. Tenn,. spent last
.
week end with their son and wife, a patient at the Keys-Houston The increased demand for facili4
4111,
Hospital
opts
:fro
for .medical treatment ties at the bank indicates
Mr. and Mrs.. J. ft. Florida of West
its rapid
Robert James Stubblefield is and substanti
oc- 00
Main.
al growth.
Pearcy
Jennings
and
Oscar spending a few days with his
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Dunn of
OS oo
Eturkhart of Lascassas. Tenn, haat uncle, Rev John Waters. in Rip- Tampa. Fla.. spent the past
10
;
4.4
ov-eo
been visiting Mr. and Mrs J R. ley, Tenn.
days with Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W
4.
0
'
1
P.
t4
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Crouse of Almo Dunn of New Concord.
Florida and Mrs. A W. Willard.
They left
—for fifteen consecutive years have
tc
1,0°-°°*
DEEPER
00
Wayne Willard has recovered have moved to Murray with their Thursday for Charleston. S.
C.. to
been on the winning cars in the 500daughter, Mrs. Edgar Woodall, 208 spend a few days
from a two weeks illness.
11- oo
0°
NON-SKID
with Mrs. Dunn's
East
Maple
street
Hats of quality, style and artiatre,
mile Indianapolis Race.
parents before returning to Tampa.
•
FOR
RENT-5-room tarnished
in colors to harmonize with your
10
'
Dr. and Mrs. John W. Carr have
GREATER
autumn costume-$3.95 to $4.115. house on North' Fourth St. - Inge 'returned from a brief vacation
in
THICKNESS
N. G. Coy. _
Mn. M. Walker. Ryan's Store.
a.
New York City with Dr. Carr',
APIIIIIk
I
•
'TUESDAY and
Mr. and Mrs.- Aubrey Steely mom Dr. Frank Carr.
Mr .and Mrs L. F. Thurmond
They were
FLATTER
are on a trip through Kentucky spent a few days in Chicago last accompanied home by Dr. Cart's
and WIDER
—for seven consecutive years have
to Huntington. W. Va. They will week attending the Century of grandson, Jimmie, aged 9, who
Progress.
They were accompa- will remain with them for
rettunt the first of next week.
been cn the winning cars in the daring
TREAD
the
Mrs. I. E. Lassiter has returned nied by ,Mrs. Steely's brother. Mr. winter and
Pikes Peak climb where a slip means
•
attend the training
Carlos
Boggess,
to her bprne on North Tenth street
and Mrs. Boggess school,MORE and
death.
after a ten days vacation tour of of Paducah.
We are selling and listing propTOUGHER
It's the kind of a loveMr.
and Mrs. Carlos Boggess and erty that is really selling.
the SouthPlaces visited included,
"We
RUBBER
Memphis, Jackson. Miss.. Gulport Mrs. Boggess' parents. Mr and list' your property to sell It, not to
story you love to see her
Biloxi. New Orleans. Natchez and Mrs. William Osborn of Paducah keep it." Farms and homes. U you
Vicksburg. She joined a party of were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. are Interested In buying or selling, in!
,A chorus-girl toss;,-see Farmer & Rhodes and they will
—for three consecutive years have /- friends from Memphis Mrs. E. J. H. Boggess Sunday.
Mrs. W. D. Haley of Paducah get results for you.
W. Barnett, .Memphis. daughter
ed into the swirl of
!
been on the 131 busses of the Wash- •r" of Mrs. lausiitier. asponetwed--the
.
. ington (D. C.) Railwa
„
_
y and Electric
penthou
trip.
se
and - i
I iinIT- •
ie
Company covering 11,357,819 bus
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Robbins
,
Beach
gayety!
miles
It's the
without one minute's delay due
were visitors in Paducah Tuesday.
lir
'eStele :-..
Fred Crawford. son of Atty. and
to tire trouble.
HIGH SPEED TYPE
blonde
star's
most
enMrs. Wade Crawford, left WedSTZER
P514 5'-.
SUES
TIME'
nesday for Lexington. Fred will
tertaining romance!
be. a sophomore in the engineering
4.50-20
$7.85
5-50-19 nil 81445
department of the University of
4-50-21.___ 8.15
6•00-17 HD 15.10
Kentucky this year.
4.7a-19 nt 8.65
6.00-18 lin 15.55
—were on the Neiman Truck
W. .S, Swami and setn-Bill left
that
5.26.11 ._ 10.3*
Wednesday to attend the World
made a new coast-to-coast record of
6.00-20 flu 16.40
I
Fair in Chicago.
5.50-la
67 hours, 45 minutes, 30 seconds ac11,30
6.50-17 no. 17.50
Misses
Ruth
and
I
Frances
Sextual running time.
ton returned Saturday from ChiOther Sear. P ••*..
,
.....11,
4
cago where they attended
the
World Fear
Mrs. Ed Morton. of near Hazel.
.is an operative patient at the
Keys-Houston Hospital this week.
and Swagger
SALE -Onesmelt fermi
Styles
12 1-2 acres, 4-room house, glad
School opens Monday. Children will he on the streets in
stock barn. 3 1-2 miles southwest-et
larger nunibers. Drive in now, we'll test your brakes FREE
Murray, all been well limed and
USE OUR,LAY-AWAY PLAN
I
scientifically. Our brake department is equipped to give you
gram
Good terms-Farmer &
Rhodes.
brake service and brake relining by factory methipd•:.
Mn and Mrs. Stanley J..Pull,
Our service department can give you everyt-hing but maJ. b. Sex-bare Woodrow
Beale.
You
'
ll Like Our NEW HATS
Charles tfartlin and Mr. Lassiter.
jor mechanical repairing. Tire and tube vulcanizing and refrom Concord left Wednesday for
pairing:
the fair In Chicago
Mr. and :Mrs. Earl Copus and
Replace outworn spark plugs with
FIRESTONE splt
daughter. 'Miss Harriet Stines rewith
plugs—they're best.
turned to their home in Cleveland.
..
Ohio Wednesday after
Lionel BARRYMORE
several
days visit in the., home of Mrs.
Franchot TONE
Coptia' cousin. Mrs. 0. A. Woods,
and family.
STONE
Lewis
Mrs. Jessie Mae Brooks and
children. of Detroit are visiting
Mrs. R. E. Renolds. s Mrs. Earnest Yates of KUltawa.
Next THURSDAY
Is the guest ca Mrs. Herbert Dunn
of West Olive street. Mrs. Dunn
and -YRIDAY
I
__East Main Street
Murray, Ky.
and hire. Yates were former retainmates at Murray State College.
MRS. SAM ROBINSON, Manager
SHIRLEY TEMPLE,in
Bow
"
Miss
Margaret
Hamilton. of
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TONIGHT!

ON THE STAGE!

BEAUTY PAGEANT

On the Screen THURSDAY and FRIDAY
.
"LADIES SHOULD LISTEN"

SATURDAY

JOHN WAYNE

in
BRUSH TRAIL"

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
..,.-1,-..,
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Ultimate Test of Leadership is Performance"
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HERE ARE
THE
FACTS!
Firestone High Speed Tires

ndi

This Means Blowout
Protection

WEDNESDAY

This Means Non-Skid Safety
and Traction

The Masterpiece of Tire Construction

We Are Ready With the Newest Styles in-

SILKS AND WOOL FROCKS

This Means Dependability
and Economy

Styles you want!
Colors you want!
Sizes you want!
New Fall

This Means Endurance

COATS, SUITS

MORE THAN 50% MORE NON-SKID MILEAGE

-FREE
BRAKE
TEST
MAY SAVE
A LIFE!
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A small deposit holds any garment

wet feather and novelty ornament trims
For $1.95 and

•
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FINAL CLEARANCE of all remaining
Summer Merchandise
$1.69 and $1.98 WASH DRESSES
For $1.00

Super - Service Station

2

----OF

JackAon Purchase Oil Co.

Davis .Dress Shoppe

"Baby Take a
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